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STAFF EDITORIAL

Media lost it's focus
According to the Columbia Journalism

Review, approximately 15,000 journalists
showed up in Denver for the Democratic
National Convention. But if you have been
watching the news for the past 18 months,
you might think that there is nothing
important lying on the outcome of this elec-
tion.
This could possibly be the most historic

election of our lifetime, but the media cir-
cus — particularly the bloviating talking
heads on 24/7 cable TV news — has focused
mostly on the soap opera surrounding the
personalities and the campaign spin, not on
the issues.

It's the latest children's cartoon: Political
Circus. Meet the blue donkey doing jump-
ing jacks through flaming hoops and the
red elephant with a comb-over standing
hind-legged on an American-flagged drum.
Just as children's programs have a lesson

hiding away in repetitive song and dance,
media coverage amplifies the talking points
and campaign slogans in a way that leads
the public to assume that they are actually
reporting the news.
Conventions are somewhat guilty of the

sensationalism that they receive in the
press, making a spectacle out of parliamen-
tary procedure. It's the party's quadrennial
chance for major publicity and they are
getting their money's worth. It was remi-
niscent of a Grammy award ceremony, with
guest speakers, celebrity-style introductions
and cheesy music (the Democratic National
Convention played U2's "Beautiful Day" for
Obama's entrance).
In the past, conventions provided drama

because there were powerful men in smoke-
filled rooms behind closed doors hashing
out deals to select the nominee. But today
they are little more than a coronation (i.e.,
crowning the king).
The national conventions formally elect a

candidate and the media takes the golden
opportunity to sell 24 hours worth of adver-
tising around "news" content.
No matter who wins, history has already

been made. But we are living through his-
toric times and the serious issues confront-
ing our nation should not be put on the
back burner.
The next president will face the twin

threats of terrorism and global warming.

He will have to confront an energy crisis
with oil prices skyrocketing and our addic-
tion to foreign oil, health care, and eco-
nomic crises.
He will have to deal with a war on two

fronts.
He will have to address joblessness and

the outsourcing of jobs, immigration and
education.
There are a lot of Constitutional ques-

tions raised by the Bush Administration
that the next president will be expected
to address. For example, there are serious
concerns about what direction our nation
is taking after the revelations about Abu
Ghraib.
Covering these issues should be a pri-

ority. The world doesn't take a vacation
because there is a convention going on, and
neither should the press and the politicians.
But the media have a short attention

span. And it is easily distracted by glittery
things. So during the campaign we hear
about fist bumps and lapel pins.
Obama has been THE story. He gets

more coverage than McCain. But, McCain
often gets a pass. The media tends to over-
look his gaffes. They weren't overly con-
cerned when he conflated Shiite Iran and
Sunni Al Qaeda.
The big "story" during the Democratic

National Convention was whether Hillary
and Bill would finally rally around the
nominee and whether Hillary's supporters
would hold their noses and vote for Obama
or switch parties and vote for McCain.
Commentators at MSNBC and CNN dis-

cussed this "story" nonstop and Fox News
shamelessly pandered to Hillary in an
attempt to sabotage Obama.
But ultimately, both Clintons gave sup-

portive and well-received speeches and a
reporter on the convention floor, who actu-
ally interviewed delegates, couldn't find a
single one that wasn't voting for Obama.

It often seems like the media has an
agenda. The talking heads use the conven-
tions as a backdrop to spew their own opin-
ions. But the role of journalism is to inform
the public so they can make decisions. It
is up to readers, viewers and listeners to
demand more from the media.
Just give us the facts. We can form our

own opinions.

W
hat do you

think? Have a

news tip?
Send your comments to
The Oakland Post.

5

BOB ENGLEHART/The Hartford Courant

By e-mail:
oakpostmanaging@gmail.com

By mail:
Letter to the Editor
The Oakland Post
61 Oakland Center
Rochester, MI 48309

Letter Policy: Writers must provide full name, class rank, phone num-
ber and field of study. Please limit letters to 250 words or less. Letters
may be edited for content, length and grammar.

CORREC I IONS CORNER

In the editorial of the July 16 issue, it was incorrectly stated that tuition had been
raised by $30 per credit hour. It was only raised by 816 per credit hour.

Congress shall make no law respecting an establishment of religion, or prohibiting the free exercise thereof or abridging the freedom of
speech, or of the press; or the right of the people peaceably to assemble, and to petition the government for a redress of grievances.

- The First Amendment of the Constitution of the United States
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OU offers sign up for emergency texting

Oakland University has always been
a very safe campus community. Crime
statistics and other relevant data con-
tinually support the fact that our campus
is one of the safest geographical locations
in Oakland County.
Further, we know that safety and secu-

rity are often primary reasons prospec-
tive students and their parents choose a
specific institution of higher learning.
Our university's administration has

consistently shown a clear understanding
of the importance of maintaining a safe
campus environment, and a number of
initiatives can serve as examples.
The university has provided support

and funding for increased staffing for the
Oakland University Police Department
as our student enrollment increases,
expanded community safety education,
training and equipment to enhance our

officers' abilities to meet OU's expanding
law enforcement needs, and significant
and continual upgrades in security tech-
nology throughout the campus.
However, in just the last few years, the

challenges universities are confronted
with have changed dramatically. Recent
tragedies, such as those occurring at
Virginia Tech and Northern Illinois
University, stunned the nation and
understandably received massive media
attention and official scrutiny.
To prepare for these new challenges,

the OUPD continually researches
developments in the field of emergency
preparedness and analyzes tragic events
for the purpose of learning how we can
improve our own plans.
To advance our ability to react to such

events should they occur at OU, we have
enhanced our emergency evacuation pro-
cess, safety alert notifications and emer-
gency lock down procedures. To improve
the response capabilities of the OUPD,
officers have and will continue to partici-
pate in advanced training programs with
upgraded equipment, and we'll continue
to build on our mutually cooperative
working relationships with the surround-

ing law enforcement community and
emergency first responders. We have also
endeavored to improve our proactive and
preventive efforts.
For example, we are now equipped

to send text message alerts to your cell
phone in the event of a major campus
emergency. You can subscribe to receive
the alerts at www.oakland.edu/
ready, our comprehensive Emergency
Preparedness website.
In addition, our Dispatch

Communications Center is now capable
of receiving text message tips and reports
through a dedicated computer system.
Because our ability to reply to text mes-
sages is limited, and to enhance our
ability to respond appropriately to emer-
gency calls, we always prefer to receive
reports or notifications by voice — 911
from campus phones or (248) 370-3333
from cell phones. However, if you ever
find yourself in a dangerous situation
and you cannot call or would feel more
comfortable texting our dispatcher for
assistance, you may send a text message
to 911@oakland.edu. You may also e-mail
our dispatcher at this address.
I am certain we'd all agree that these

are necessary and important initiatives.
However, the success of these efforts
depends directly on whether we, as a
campus community, understand that
keeping OU safe is everyone's respon-
sibility. The work of the OUPD and the
university administration can only go so
far. We need everyone's involvement to
ensure our campus remains safe.
To that end, and as we begin a new

academic year, I urge you to spend a few
minutes on our Emergency Preparedness
website, www.oakland.edu/ready.
Here you will find all of our emergency
procedures as well as a link to an online
course on how to recognize and report
warning signs of potentially violent
behavior. Finally, I strongly encourage
everyone to sign up for the new emer-
gency text messaging alert system OU
has implemented. All of these things are
available at www.oakland.edu/ready.
Working together as a team, watching

out for each other and for our university,
we can all enjoy a safe and successful
educational experience this year.

For more on this, read story on page 9

OU alum put off by Kid Rock's 'All Summer Long'

}(eauietli
Hireha

After listening to Detroit Mayor
Kwame Kilpatrick dish out the racism
card in addressing the motives of Wayne
County Prosecutor Kym Worthy, I
thought he was a bit off his rocker.
Then again, I also thought that the

embattled mayor does bring up a valid
point that has historical significance.
We can fine tune Kilpatrick's recent

remarks just by listening to what
Michiganians are singing along to on the
radio these days. One of this season's
most popular song is Kid Rock's "All
Summer Long" which samples Lynyrd
Skynyrd's "Sweet Home Alabama." It
is the same song that was written as a
response to rocker Neil Young's early
1970s civil rights song "Southern Man."
All three songs possess political sym-

bolism that is seeped in the mindset of
many folks who live in Michigan.
Neil Young wrote his outburst against

the Old South back in the days of my
youth. Many listeners deeply appreciate
that it has become part of our American
soundtrack. The powerful lyrics have
become a part of an antipathy towards
America's historical practice of inequity,

injustice and intolerance:

"Southern man better keep your head
Don't forget what your good book said
Southern change going to come at last
Now your crosses are burning fast
I saw cotton and I saw black
Tall white mansions and little shacks
Southern man when will you pay them
back?
I heard screaming' and bullwhips
cracking
How long? How long?"

Four years later, southern rockers
Lynyrd Skynyrd put out their famous
response song, which begins by directly
criticizing Neil Young for his position
on civil rights. The lyrics took aim at
Young's courageous stance on bettering
race relations in America:

"Big wheels keep on turning
Carry me home to see my kin
Singing songs about the Southland
I miss Alabamy once again
And I think its a sin

Well I heard mister Young sing about
her
Well, I heard ole Neil put her down
Well, I hope Neil Young will remember
A Southern man don't need him
around anyhow"

It is also quite startling that today, this
song is glorified by Romeo native Kid
Rock and is constantly played on Detroit
radio. For a superstar recording artist to
profess his love for the old ways of rac-
ism, albeit in the form of a love song is
inexcusable and undignified.
Why would Kid Rock embark on such

a mission? Is it because he proudly
supports the Republican Party and the
presumptive nominee who, as a U.S.
senator, voted no on the Martin Luther
King holiday? Or does he not know the
civil rights history of our nation or knows
too little about it?
Ask him who Fannie Lou Hamer was

and I'd bet a small fortune that Kid
Rock would be speechless. Ask why the
late attorney Kenneth Cockrel is still
widely respected by Detroiters almost
20 years after his passing? Ask if the
surviving family members of the four
slain girls taken in the 1963 Sixteenth
Street Baptist Church bombings in
Birmingham, Ala. don't mourn every
night they say their prayers?
Kilpatrick does have a valid point

reminding us that racism has played a
part in America. We must march forward
as a people and make sure that the kids
of America's next generation know what
they are listening and singing to, so that
the next time Kid Rock's "All Summer
Long" comes on the radio, they think of
all the negative political and cultural

symbolism that is attached to the song.
Is it right to also question why Kid

Rock's drummer, who is an African
American female, plays along on this
song in concert? Does she not know the
damaging message of Lynyrd Skynyrd's
song of intolerance? Does she not have a
duty to act as a role model and say "No, I
will not participate in playing this song"?
Kilpatrick's recent rant against the

justice system may be a bit off kilter
concerning his personal and professional
legal troubles, yet when it comes to
addressing racism, his point does have
merit. When a very wealthy, less edu-
cated suburban Detroit music star plays
songs that are rooted in intolerance to
unwittingly youthful audiences, it is time
to speak up and say "No, I will not buy
into that damaging mindset."
All Michiganians can speak out against

racism by listening to a few fan favorites
such as Bruce Springsteen's "American
Skin ('41 Shots)" or the new John
Mellencamp release "Jena."
There is an abundant richness of politi-

cal symbolism in these songs, written by
great American songwriters that have
impacted the thinking of legions of fans.
They have worked diligently and with a
sense of common decency over the past
four decades to counter the negative
racial impact and history in songs, such
as the revival of Kid Rock's "All Summer
Long" subliminal message.
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•
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The Honorable
MADELEINE ALBRIGHT
Former U.S. Secretary of State

The first female U.S. Secretary of State, Madeleine Albright served as a part of
the Bill Clinton administration from 1997 until the end of his term in 2001. She
also served as the Ambassador of the United States to the United Nations from
1993 until 1997. Renowned during her time in office for her courage and her
straightforward "tell it like it is" personality, Albright offers audiences a unique,
no-holds-barred account of service at the highest level of American government.

Speaking with humor, insight and eloquence, Albright will share moments from
her career and her life as a refugee girl who rose to become the world's most
powerful woman. Sketching a vivid portrait of her time as the Secretary of State,
she'll offer candid descriptions of foreign leaders that she encountered throughout
the world. Albright will also explore America's role in the larger global community,
and share her perspective on current regional conflicts, the future of democracy
and the challenges of ensuring security while building peace.

Center for Student Activities
49 Oakland Center
2200 North Squirrel Road
Rochester, MI 48309-4401
(248) 370-2400
csa@oakland.edu

Tuesdal-, October 1.1_, 2008
7 p.m. in the ( Yrena at the Recreation
and Nthleties Center

Tickets for this lecture are $20 for the general public and free to Oakland University
students, faculty and staff. Tickets for the general public are available at the Center
for Student Activities Service Window, 49 Oakland Center, and through Ticketmaster
outlets. Free student, faculty and staff tickets are available exclusively at the CSA
Service Window. Tickets will also be available at the door the night of the event, if
not sold out.

The Oakland Center is located on the main campus of Oakland University, one mile
east of 1-75 off the University Drive exit. Free parking is available in lot P-1.

For more information about this program, or to request special assistance
with attending this lecture, please call the Center for Student Activities at
(248) 370-2400. Additional information can also be found on Oakland
University's Web site at www.oakland.edu/csa.

This program is co-sponsored with the Office of the Senior Vice President of
Academic Affairs and Provost and is the 2008 Varner Vitality Seminar.

Presented OAKLAND UNIVERSITY'S Student Life Lecture Board

2008-0,9Lecture Series

Oakland 
UNIVERSITY 

KIRSTEN IIAGLUND
Miss America, 2008

A native of Farmington Hills, Michigan, Kirsten Haglund was crowned Miss America
on January 26, 2008. Her triumphant walk across the stage was only the beginning
of a journey that will ultimately take her to every corner of the globe, including the
campus of Oakland University. Kirsten will travel approximately 20,000 miles per
month throughout her reign, speaking to audiences worldwide in an effort to raise
awareness about eating disorders and acting as the National Goodwill Ambassador
for the Children's Miracle Network.

An undergraduate student at the University of Cincinnati, Kirsten plans to complete
a Bachelor of Fine Arts in Musical Theater degree and hopes to one day grace the
stage on Broadway. She recently made a guest appearance during a special
performance of "Sister Amnesia's Country Western Nunsense Jamboree" at
Meadow Brook Theatre, participating in several musical numbers alongside former
Miss America Lee Merriweather.

Center for Student Activities

49 Oakland Center
2200 North Squirrel Road
Rochester, MI 48309-4401
(248) 370-2400
csa@oakland.edu

Tuesday, September 16, 2008
Noon in the Fireside Lounge ()I' the Oakland Center
This lecture is free; no tickets are required. Seating is on a first-come basis.

The Oakland Center is located on the main campus of Oakland University, one mile
east of 1-75 off the University Drive exit. Free parking is available in lot P-1.

For more information about this program, or to request special assistance
with attending this lecture, please call the Center for Student Activities at
(248) 370-2400. Additional information can also be found on Oakland
University's Web site at www.oakland.edu/csa.

This program is co-sponsored with the Student Program Board and presented
with the support of student tuition and the Division of Student Affairs.

Presented 1)\ OAKLAND UNIVERSITY'S Student Life Lecture Board
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Med school declares dean, vision
By MASUDUR RAHMAN
AND RORY McCARTY
Senior Reporters

After 18 months of planning, the
board of trustees officially approved the
Oakland University administration's pro-
posal for an OU medical school at a BOT
special formal session held on Thursday,
July 31. All trustees enthusiastically
embraced the proposal and the vote was
unanimous.
The medical school will be a part-

nership between OU and Beaumont
Hospitals and is to be named Oakland
University William Beaumont School of
Medicine. OUWBSM will be a private
school, and its revenue will come from
donations and tuitions of the medical
school students, as well as from com-
mercialization of intellectual property,
partner contributions and extramural
research.
The trustees also approved the

appointment of Dr. Robert Folberg as
the dean of the medical school. Folberg
has experience as a medical doctor spe-
cializing in pathology, as a biomedical
researcher, as a hospital administrator
and as a professor.
In addition to serving as the found-

ing dean of OUWBSM, Folberg will also
serve as professor of biomedical sciences,
pathology and ophthalmology with ten-
ure, as well as chief academic officer of
Beaumont Hospitals.
All OU and Beaumont officials present,

including Beaumont Hospital's Executive
Vice President and Chief Medical Officer
Ananias Diokno, highly approved of
Folberg's appointment as the dean, say-
ing that Folberg comes recommended in
the three important parts in medicine:
practicing, research and education.
'That's what we call a triple threat
— a pitcher, hitter and fielder," he said.
OU President Gary Russi expressed

his support for the upcoming medical
school and said that it will be beneficial
for the university as a whole. "Any time
you increase the stature and recogni-
tion of the school, it's going to attract
more students, more donations and more
grants."
Russi said that $25 million has been

raised in gift commitments on behalf of
the medical school already, and that OU
will try to raise $75 million more for a
total of $100 million before the school
opens. Russi plans to have the school
open in 2010 with a starting class of
50 students and to have the first class
graduate in 2014.

Beaumont Hospitals president and
CEO Kenneth Matzick said that Russi
and he are "in full accord in the mission
and the vision of the medical school."
The vision of the school is to "train

physicians to practice 21st century
medicine with an emphasis on lifelong
learning, technology research, preven-
tative and pre-symptomatic medicine,
treatment and management of chronic
disease, and teamwork."
Russi also said that the school will

have an emphasis on preventative medi-
cine, pre-symptomatic treatment and
alternative medicine.
At a press conference held after the

board of trustees session, Folberg said
that his plan for the medical school is to
let the students discover what they were
interested in, adding that the school's
education curriculum will not specialize
in just one thing.

"Any time you
increase the stature
and recognition of a
school, it's going to

attract more students,
more donations and

more grants."
Dr. Gary Russi
OU President

Folberg also said that he wants to
"surround students with patients" so
that the students will learn how to treat
and behave around patients better.
"Because in the end, it all goes back to
the patients," he said.
OU and Beaumont Hospitals said that

90 percent of the school's infrastructure
already exists.
Instruction and research of the basic

sciences is to be held on OU's Rochester
campus, while clinical instruction
and advanced research will be held in
Beaumont Hospitals.
Many officials in support of the

planned school said that it will make
advances in research, help with the
predicted future shortage of doctors
in Michigan and boost the economy of
Oakland County. A 2007 survey by the

Michigan Department of Community
Health showed that within the decade as
much as 41 percent of current Michigan
physicians will retire.
"This new medical school will solve

the predicted shortage of physicians in
Michigan and attract renowned educa-
tors and researchers to the region,"
Matzick said at the press conference.
Oakland County Executive L. Brooks

Patterson said that he foresees Oakland
County's economy benefiting from the
new medical school. "I'm not talking mil-
lions, I'm talking hundreds of millions,"
he said.
Oakland University estimated that the

regional economic boost from the medical
school might be as high as $1 billion.
At a banquet after the press confer-

ence, several OU students said that they
were glad that the medical school is com-
ing to OU.
'The thing is, this medical school is

going to benefit not only the students
going to this med school, but anyone who
goes to OU," said Samir Hanna, student
liaison to the board of trustees. "Whether
you're applying for a grad school or for
a job, the higher prestige and recogni-
tion that comes along with having an
undergraduate degree from a school with
an accredited medical school definitely
helps."
"[OUWBSM will] increase the value of

every OU student's degree," Hanna said.
"It's going to be difficult to say you're

going to a lousy school when there's an
accredited medical school," said sopho-
more biology major Nick Coffins.
Folberg said many challenges still lie

ahead, and that choosing the other high
officials, professors and the curriculum
will be the next step. "I thank you for all
the help that you'll give me," he said to
his coworkers.
Another important objective of Folberg

and the planners of OUWBSM is to get
the medical school accredited by Liaison
Committee on Medical Education, a step
that is necessary in order to have its
graduates licensed to practice medicine,
according to the lcme.org. According to
the OUWBSM website, www.oakland.
edu/medicine, OUWBSM hopes to get
preliminary accreditation by May or
June 2009.
The trustees also unanimously

approved extending the end of Russi's
contract as OU president from 2012 to
2014. Trustee Henry Baskin said that
Russi was crucial in planning the medi-
cal school and "ought to at least see the
first class graduate through."

Dr. Folberg
excited to
head OU
med school
By LINDSEY WOJCIK
Editor in Chief

When Dr. Robert Folberg was a
teenager he began to lose vision in
his left eye, and by the time he was
19 years old he had lost most of the
useful vision in it.

"I could only see a hand moving
in front of my face, I couldn't even
count fingers," he said.

Folberg would have a life chang-
ing experience to correct his vision
— a corneal eye transplant. "The
first thing I saw when they took the
patch off my eye was the edge of a
table coming to a point at the cor-
ner," he said. "I forgot what it was
like to see something like that."
While attending Temple

University College of Medicine, a
mentor would tailor Folberg's inter-
est in vision to cancer research.
Folberg began studying the form of
cancer that affects the eye and has
since spent the last 20 years of his
life with that as his research focus.
On July 31, Oakland University

and William Beaumont Hospitals
announced Folberg as the founding
dean of Oakland University William
Beaumont School of Medicine.
Accomplished in the field, Folberg

has focused his career in three areas
of medicine: Practicing, teaching
and research, specializing in pathol-
ogy and ophthalmology.
Folberg has spent nearly the last

25 years in academic medicine and
comes to OU from University of
Illinois at Chicago where he spent
eight and a half years as head of the
pathology department and a profes-
sor of ophthalmology and visual
science.
While at UIC, Folberg began

see Folberg on page 12
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Student pleas in
graffiti charge
By PAUL GULLY
Special Projects Editor

Take a walk to the lower level of the
Oakland Center and you'll find Tory
Dantuma pictured on the recently com-
pleted mural depicting student life at
Oakland University.
However, it's a wall on the other side

of campus that he may be moresom-
monly linked to.
Dantuma, 21, is the former Oakland

University student who was arrested
last month, accused of writing a
threatening message on a bathroom
wall in Van Wagoner House.
On Tuesday, Aug. 19, Dantuma

reached a plea agreement with pros-
ecutors at a preliminary hearing at the
52-3 District Court in Rochester Hills
and admitted to being responsible for
the graffiti.
Standing before Judge Nancy T.

Carniak, Dantuma admitted to writing
"I will shoot you next, Va Tech" on the
wall of a dormitory bathroom on April
15, 2008.
It should be noted that the threat

was not responsible for the two-day
campus shutdown. Three messages
found two days prior prompted the
closing.

Originally charged with a felony
charge of false report or threat of ter-
rorism, Dantuma plead to a misde-
meanor charge of malicious destruction
of a building greater than $200 but
less than $1000.
The misdemeanor carries a punish-

ment of up to one year in jail and up
to a $1,000 fine, a significantly lighter
punishment than the 20-year maxi-
mum sentence he faced if found guilty
of the original felony charge that was
dismissed.
"This was an unfortunate event,

and obviously a stupid mistake on the
part of Mr. Dantuma, but this doesn't
define the type of person he is," said
Jeffrey Quas, Dantuma's attorney.

NO LAUGHING MATTER
Though investigators were fairly

certain early on that Dantuma was
responsible for having written the
threats, he was allowed to remain on
campus, working as an OU Orientation
Group Leader, because investigators
didn't see him as a threat, accord-
ing Lt. Mel Gilroy of the Oakland
University Police Department.
When the threat was first discov-

ered, OUPD told The Oakland Post
that they had determined it to be the

"efforts of a prankster or copycat."
However, it appeared that Oakland

County prosecutors and at least one
judge did not take Dantuma's threat
as lightly.
In a prearranged agreement,

Dantuma turned himself in to police on
July 23 and was arraigned the follow-
ing day on the felony charge. His bond
was set at $1 million by Judge Lisa
Asadorian.
Though Dantuma's attorney said

felt that the severity of the charge and
bond were "emotional reactions more
than anything," Dantuma spent a
couple nights in Oakland County Jail,
before his bond was reduced to $5,000
at a hearing on July 25 before Judge
Nancy T. Carniak.

THE AFTERMATH
It is likely that Dantuma will be sen-

tenced to two years probation under
Michigan's Holmes Youthful Trainee
Act, according Quas. A sentencing
hearing has been set for Sept. 19.
HYTA allows a judge, in certain

instances, "to place a youth between 17
and 20 who is alleged to have commit-
ted a crime and who has plead guilty
to that crime to be placed in prison
or on probation without a conviction
to avoid a criminal record," accord-
ing to the Michigan Department of
Corrections website.
In this instance, if Datuma complies

with the judge's sentence, the criminal
charges will be dismissed and will not
appear on his record. According Quas,
Dantuma has no prior criminal record.
However, the student or students

responsible for writing the original
threats that closed the campus will
likely face stiffer penalties. Edward
Cybor of the Oakland County
Prosecutor's Office told The Oakland
Post in April that depending on what
the threat was, the person responsible
could be prosecuted under terrorism
statutes, with penalties ranging from
5-20 years.
According to Gilroy, an investigation

into the original threats is ongoing.
Anyone with information should con-
tact the OUPD at (248) 370-3331.

THE FUTURE
Dantuma was to be a junior at OU.

Dantuma's status for the upcoming
semester is still uncertain. During
his time at OU, he was on the men's
swimming and diving team but left the
team at the conclusion of 2007-08.

CSA Service Window
49 Oakland Center (248) 370-4407

csasw@oakland.edu www..oakland.edu/csa

Michigan Renaissance Festival
Every weekend thru September 28

Discounted tickets are: $14.50 for Adults
$ 6.50 for Children
$ 5.00 for Food Coupons 

19roddwav in Detroit
Avenue Q - Fisher Theatre
Sunday, November 9 and Sunday, November 16 both at 7:30 pm
Discounted Tickets: Main Floor/Mezzanine: $63.25;Loge:$40; Balcony: $25.00

A Bronx Tale - Fisher Theatre
Friday, November 28 @ 1:00 pm
Discounted Tickets: Main Floor: $31.25;Loge:$25.75; Balcony: $18.50
Sunday, December 7 @ 7:30 pm
Discounted Tickets: Main Floor: $40.00;Loge:$30.00; Balcony: $25.00

Wicked - Detroit Opera House
Wednesday, December 10 and Thursday, December 18,
both at 8:00 p.m. and Tuesday, December 23rd at 1:00 pm.
Discounted Tickets: Main Floor: $79.50;Second Mezzanine:$61.50; Balcony: $43.50
and Upper Balcony: $30.00

Please Note: The deadline to order discounted tickets to
Wicked is Wednesday, September 17!

ujan Opera, T atre
Margaret Garner (Opera)
Friday, October 17@ 11:00 am - Lecture Demonstration:

Discounted Tickets: $10.00
Wednesday, October 22 & Friday, October 24 - Performances @ 7:30 pm

Discounted Tickets: $30.00

Hubbard Street Dance - Chicago (Dance)
Friday, October 31 @11:00 am - Lecture Demonstration:

Discounted Tickets: $10.00
Friday, October 31 - Performance @ 7:30 pm

Discounted Tickets: $30.00

Madame Butterfly (Opera)
Wednesday, November 19 & Friday, November 21 - Performances © 7:30 pm

Alvin Ailey American Dance (Dance)
Friday, February 13 © 11:00 am - Lecture Demonstration:

Discounted Tickets: $10.00
Friday. Friday, February 13 © 7:30 pm - Performance

Discounted Tickets: $30.00
Sunday, February 15 2:30 pm - Performance; Discounted Tickets: $25.00

A $2.00 per ticket service fee is added to all tickets sold for the peformances listed above.

Updated information about these and other theatre performances, can be found on
the Center for Student Activities website, www oakland.edu, under CSA Service
Window.
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Text message alerts added to OU security
By MASUDUR RAHMAN
Senior Reporter

After more than a year of planning,
Oaldand University's text message alert
notification system is up and operational.
In the case of an imminent danger

on campus, this new alert system will
send text messages with details and
instructions to the cell phones of anyone
who signs up on the OU Emergency
Preparedness website (www.oakland.
edu/ready).
These alerts are not limited to texts.

Students have three options: receiving
texts to a cell phone, a voice alert to a
cell phone and a voice alert to a home
phone, or any combinations of these
three.
Another upgrade to the security sys-

tem is that OU Police Department can
now receive emergency tips through
text messages sent by cell phones and
e-mails to 911@oakland.edu, in case of
an emergency when people can't call in
safely.
This new alert notification system is

separate from the ones OU has in place
already and will not replace them. In
an interview with The Oakland Post in

April 2008, OUPD Chief Sam Lucido
said that the old emergency alert meth-
ods will still remain, such as e-mail
alerts sent to OU e-mails, voicemails to
OU office phones and to all OU dormi-
tory phones, updates to the OU website
and alerts sent to local TV and radio
stations.
Anyone with a GrizzID and an OU

e-mail account can sign up at www.oak-
land.edu/ready to receive texts and/or
voice alerts to cell phones and home
phones, making all faculty, staff and reg-
istered students eligible.

Michelle Moser, awistant director of
OU Media Relationr said in an e-mail
that if someone signs up for all three
options (texts and voice alerts in a cell
and voice alerts in a home phone), the
alert will go to all three places.
"The voice alerts through this system

will come in not as voicemails, but as
phone calls," Moser said. "Meaning, your
phone will actually ring, you'll answer
and a recorded voice will read you the
message," and that a voicemail will be
left if the call isn't answered.
She also said that anyone that prefers

to receive text messages to their cell
phones rather than calls can register

their cell phone number in the text mes-
sage fields only, and doesn't have to reg-
ister the number in the voice alert field.
Lucido said that anyone concerned

with their privacy or getting many irrel-
evant messages should not be deterred
from signing up. He said that phone
numbers registered for this alert system
will not be shared with any other orga-
nizations, even other OU departments.
He also said that sending alerts through
this new system will be "limited to major
emergency events that put people on
campus in imminent danger. It will not
be used for advertising, weather closings,
athletic or academic events."
OUPD will also send an alert in

one more instance: a trial alert at the
beginning of each semester. Moser said
that the first trial alert will be sent on
September 22.
OU will not charge anyone for receiv-

ing texts, but cell phone service provid-
ers will charge the normal cost of a text
to receivers depending on their service
plans.
The new emergency alert notification

system is made available by a partner-
ship with 3n and costs OU $40,000
a year, Moser said. According to 3n's

website (www.3nonline.com), 3n is a
"global provider of mass notification solu-
tions" to its customers, including Virginia
Tech and University of Michigan.
Moser said that she was "excited"

about the new alert notification system,
because "it reaches a group of people
that we weren't able to get to before" and
because its effect will be faster because
"most people aren't checking their e-
mails or watching TV or listening to
radio 24/7, but most people do have their
cell phones with them all the time."
Lucido said that he believes that they

"developed a process to allow for the
quickest dissemination of a message as
possible."
The new ability of OUPD to receive

emergency tips by text messages and
e-mails is not done through 3n, but
was instead set up by OU's University
Technology Services and cost OU only
$260, Moser said in an e-mail.
But OUPD still prefers that tipsters

call in if possible rather than text or e-
mail, because OUPD's "ability to reply
to text and e-mail tips is limited and
direct voice contact enhances our ability
to respond appropriately to emergency
calls," according to its website.

Carpooling offers new travel option for students
CSA to help students conserve gas and save money through Commuter Connections

By RORY McCARTY
Senior Reporter

Since Oakland University is a school where
the vast majority of students are commuters,
most students need to drive in order to get to
class. But the ever climbing price of gas can
make the drive to school a financial crisis.
That's where the Center for Student Activities

is hoping to help students out by offering a mes-
sage board for students to post and set up car-
pools in their area.
There is a bulletin board outside of the CSA

office in the Oakland Center where commuter
students hoping to arrange a carpool can post •
their contact information to link up with other
students in their area. Students who live on
campus but are looking to go home for a week-
end can post similar carpool requests on a sepa-
rate message board at Vandenberg Hall near the
dining hall.
"I've seen on other bulletin boards students

looking for a ride, so students need to know
about this one. There are 51 boards on campus,
but this one is specifically for carpools," said Lori
Marsh, Office Assistant at CSA.
The message board didn't come about because

students were especially vocal in demanding it,
however.

"We're being proactive, particularly because 90
percent of students are commuters," Jean Ann
Miller, the Director of CSA, said.
Miller wants students to be aware of the new

Commuter Connections section of the CSA web-
site that can provide information about other
public transport.
In the future, CSA's website may have an

online message board that serves the same pur-
pose as the physical one.
"We've talked about doing something like

OUSC Bookswap, but we haven't gotten the
details of that worked out, because we'd be step-
ping in and we need to be careful with the pro-
tection of students," Marsh said.
So far, the board outside of CSA has been used

by a couple of students like incoming freshman
Ariel Nann, who is seeking a carpool not to avoid
high gas prices or cut back on pollution, but
because for now he isn't able to drive.
Also outside the CSA office is a list of gas

prices for the Rochester Hills area to further
help commuting students. The list comes from
detroitgasprices.com.
In addition to everything else, Oct. 29 will

be Make A Commuter Connection Day at OU,
which will be an event that focuses on safety
while driving. CSA is currently looking for stu-
dents to volunteer to help out with the event.

DUSTIN ALEXANDER/The Oakland Post
This year, the Center for Student Activities will help connect commuter students
who wish to carpool to OU. The Commuter Connections section of the CSA website
will provide information for those hoping to ease the pain expensive gas.
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Student should watch out for phishing scams
By RORY McCARTY
Senior Reporter

Over the summer, some Oakland University students
were targeted by a phishing scam that was designed to
look like an e-mail from OU's "Office of Student Affairs."
The e-mail directed recipients to a website where it asked
that they take a survey, which asked for their personal
information, in exchange for the chance to win a $50 gas
card or iPod Touch.
Phishing is a type of scam where a perpetrator portrays

themselves as someone you might know and uses things
you know and trust to gain your the confidence. Phishers
then use that confidence to gain personal information and
use that information in an illegal way.
"It happens in all e-mail all the time," said Theresa

Rowe, Chief Information Officer at OU. "We'd like students
to understand that e-mail is not a safe and trustworthy
communication in all situations. Everyone needs to be care-
ful in their use of e-mail."
Phishing happens not just by e-mail, but also by phone

and on websites.
There are a number of things students can do to ensure

that an e-mail is authentic. Students can check the send-
er's e-mail address to see if it has a valid "oakland.edu"
address. This particular phish did not originate from an
Oakland e-mail address, and the website it directed recipi-
ents to was not in the OU domain.
OU will never send a message asking for students' login

and password, and students should be careful of any e-mail

directing them to a site that asks them to input such infor-
mation, according to Rowe.
In this recent case, there have been no reports of anyone

having their account stolen, but if a student does respond
to a phishing e-mail, they should immediately change their
account password and take steps to protect any informa-
tion, such as credit card numbers, that might be at risk. If
a student's OU e-mail account was scammed, they should
contact OU as well, according to Rowe.
Though OU has no direct way to know for certain how

many student e-mails were targetted, Rowe estimates that
it is at least one a day amongst all the accounts on the
network.
Because OU gets so many phishing scams like this, little

progress has been made in finding the origin of the phish
that disguised itself as an OU website.
"Most of these messages are coming from foreign coun-

tries, and the senders move among different service provid-
ers very quickly to avoid detection," Rowe said.
OU works with the Research and Educational

Networking Information Sharing and Analysis Center to
improve security with WebMail and prevent OU's identity
from being used in such scams. OU shares information
with REN-ISAC about current threats, and they, in turn,
help to give strategies for stemming the flow of things like
scam e-mail.
OU frequently sends out warnings against scam e-mail

in newsletters and has the information posted on the web-
site, according to Rowe.

"It's a never ending effort," Rowe said.

DUSTIN ALEXANDER/The Oakland Post
Some Oakland University students fell victim to a phish-
ing scam over their student email. The scam email dis-
guised itself as a message from "Student Affairs."

PO ICEFILES
On Aug. 19, two men reported an
incident that occurred on Aug. 14
while they were trimming tree limbs
around the gazebo at Meadow
Brook Hall. A limb fell and hit one
man. When the other man tried to
move the downed limb, a chainsaw

used on the job fell, striking the
man on the head with the motor

end of it. The man suffered seven

stitches as a result.

On Aug. 22, a laptop belonging to

Oakland University Athletics and

used for audio and video editing

for the Golden Grizzlies basketball

team was reported stolen. It was

first noticed missing on Aug. 1 and,

after extensive checks with staff

and Technology Services, the lap-

top was determined to be stolen.

The only apparent identification on

the laptop was a "VC#2" sticker

near the mouse pad.

On Aug. 21, OUPD responded
to a report of loud lirecrackern-
type sounds coming from the field
behind 547 McGill. Officers were
directed by two 13-year-old boys to
an area by a fallen tree where they
said kids were combining chemi-
cals. Officers found damaged plas-
tic bottles and a rock that smelled
like chlorine. Police have compared
the scene to that of a news story
and websites demonstrating how to
make chlorine bombs.

On Aug. 24, OUPD and the Auburn
Hills Fire Department responded to
a triggered alarm at South Hamlin
Hall. Police entered the door of a
student's dorm where there was
visible smoke. AHFD extinguished
a pot of burnt ribs that had been left
on the stove by the resident, who
had been down the hall in a friend's
room.

ARE YOU

READY?
Get text message alerts

on your cell phone in the event
of a major campus emergency.

Sign up at
www.oakland.edu/ready.

WE'RE READY.
To report a crime or suspicion to the OUPD:

• Call 911 from any campus phone

• Call (248) 370-3333 from your cell

Its free to subscribe.

Only students, faculty and

staff who provide their cell

phone numbers through

www.oakland.edu/ready

will receive text message alerts.

At www.oakland.edu/ready,

take a minute to review OU's

emergency procedures and

other helpful safety information

• Text 911@oakland.edu

• E-mail 911 oakland.edu

• Submit an anonymous tip online at www.oakland.edu/ready

www.oakland.edu/ready

MIS
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continued from page 8 

FOLBERG
distance teaching. "Since not very
many people specialize M pathology of
the eye, I teach this using interactive
web based video concept and interac-
tive software that we designed," he
said.
He performed this distance teaching

for seven different universities, includ-
ing two abroad universities.
"One of our clients was the William

Beaumont Hospital, where about every
other week, I'd get online. I would see
the residents and they would see me
and I'd teach pathology," Folberg said.
"I had actually never met any of my
students at Beaumont and last sum-
mer they brought
me up to do an in-
service on campus
and that's when
I learned about
the new medical
school."
September 16

marks his official
start date as dean
of OUWBSM but
because he has to
wrap things up in
Chicago, he said he
might not physi-
cally be on campus
for a while.
"I'm looking for-

ward to the experi-
ence at Oakland.
And although it's
not the Big Ten, I
have an idea about
Midwest public research universities.
I'm a big fan of their missions," he said.
Having been the head of the pathol-

ogy department at UIC, Folberg has
been active in creating a curriculum
for medical students and faculty devel-
opment. He said the faculty in his
department at UIC looks at one topic a
month and learn new techniques.
One technique they learned was

teaching in small and large settings.
'We spend a lot of time on mentoring
and role modeling, something that's
very important at Oakland University.
[OU] classes are small and you really
do get to know your teachers. So this is
something that is not foreign to me."
As far as the process of hiring offi-

cials and professors for OUWBSM,
Folberg said he is working on it very
hard and the deadline for that is as
soon as possible.
Folberg added that there has not

been a discussion yet about how much
the medical school will cost to students
because a policy has not been set yet.
The first class will have 50 students,

a number that, according to Folberg, is
typical for a brand new medical school.
"That's what facilities will accommo-
date right now and until the facilities

Dr. Robert Folberg

are built, I think we're going to be
restrained a bit on size," he said.
The medical school will initially

teach out of O'Dowd Hall. There are
plans to have building built in the
future.
One thing Folberg believes will be

unique about OUWBSM is its presence
on an undergraduate campus.
"Undergraduates will be able to come

into the medical school, interact with
them and we're going to be planning
some fabulous interactions with our
School of Nursing with dean Thompson
because we believe the physicians
should be trained in a team approach
with the care of patients," said Folberg
of the advantages of being located on
campus.
'The thing that excites me so much

about this medical school is the oppor-
tunity to take a first
rate institution like
Oakland, which has
a real passion for
teaching, and then
you take William
Beaumont Hospital,
which is one of the
best hospitals in
the United States
for critical care and
a long tradition for
medical student
education. And
both institutions
do research so you
understand the
excitement for put-
ting both of these
together," he said.
Multiple stud-

ies have shown
that the state of

Michigan will be facing a physician
shortage in the near future. It is
believed that the state will be short
some 4,000 physicians by 2020. Folberg
sees OUWBSM playing a role is
addressing this problem.
"One thing that's really interesting

is that more than 60 percent of resi-
dents that train at William Beaumont
Hospital actually stay in the state
of Michigan and so when you pair
the school up you hopefully start to
address the health care needs of the
state," Folberg said.
As for the long-term goal of the

School of Medicine, Folberg said both
partners believe it can become some-
thing very special. "The type of edu-
cation that we will be designing and
delivering to our medical students will
be different, will try to create physi-
cians that patients want to go to, that
hospitals want to hire, that researchers
and institutes want to engage and I
think you'll just see it evolve. We do
not want to copy any other medical
school," he said.
'We don't see the School of Medicine

as having a moat around it, we see
it as part of the fabric of Oakland
University."
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1 eaners Coffee
2795 University Dr.
Auburn Hills, MI 48326

2. Caribou Coffee
3224 Walton Blvd.
Rochester Hills, MI 48309

Pick up new issues of The Post each
and every Wednesday at these off
campus locations

3. The Textbook (kat
2592 N. Squirrel Rd.
Auburn Hills, MI 48326

4. CUone Credit Union
1386 Walton Blvd
Rochester Hills, MI 48309
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Ctritet fur Student Activities

49 Oakland Center. Rochester, MI 48309-4401
(248) 370-2400 • csa@oakland.edu • www oakland edu/csa

Get Involved on and off campus
at the

Volunteer Fair

Thursday, September 11
11am — 1pm

Oabland Center—Fireside Lounge

For a listing of all

Welcome Week Events
www.oakland.eduksa

SPB & SAFB Carnival
& Sigma Pi Pig Roast

Friday, September 5
7pm to Midnight

Upper Fields & P-11 Parking lot

Student Program Board Presents:

Raheem DeVaughn
Friday, September 12

Shotwell Pavilion
(Doors open at 7pm - concert @ 7:30pm)

Free for OU Students — $10 for General Public
Tickets available at CSA Service Window.

Must have ticket to attend.

Thursday. September 4 

Greek Carnival I lam-2pm

Student Affairs Ice Cream Social
11:30am-lpm; 5-6:30pm

Community Business Fair 1 lam-1 pm

Ontside the OC between O'Doud and Kresge
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Welcome Week Calendar of Events
Tuesday-Friday, Sept. 2-5
ONSP: "Ask a Grizz" Information Tables
Tuesday, 8 a.m.-2 p.m.
Wednesday-Thursday, 8 a.m.-6 p.m.
Friday, 8 a.m.-2 p.m., Outdoors, OC

Tuesday-Sunday, Sept. 2-7
Kresge Library Help Sessions on OU
E-mail
Account and ILLiad (Interlibrary Loan)
Tuesday-Thursday, 8 a.m.-10 p.m.
Friday, 8 a.m.-5 p.m.
Saturday, 9 a.m.-5 p.m.
Sunday, 1-10 p.m., Kresge Library

Tuesday, Sept. 2
CSA: Jump Start
10 a.m.-3 p.m.. Banquet Rooms, OC

Tuesday, Sept. 2
CMI Scholars: Meet and Greet
1-2 p.m., Oakland Room, OC

Tuesday, Sept. 2
New Student Involvement and
Convocation Fair
3-5 p.m., Recreation and Athletics Center

Tuesday, Sept. 2
ABS/OM: Welcome BBQ
6-9 p.m., Hamlin Basketball Court

Wednesday, Sept. 3
Intervarsity Christian Fellowship:
Welcome Picnic,
4-6:30 p.m., Between the OC and The
Lake

Wednesday, Sept. 3
"The Walk" to Meadow Brook Hall
9 p.m., 9:30 p.m., 10 p.m.,
Meet at Hamlin Courtyard

Wednesday, Sept. 3 -
OU Greeks: Pizza. Pop and Music
9-11 p.m., Meadow Brook Hall

Thursday. Sept. 4
Community Business Fair
11 a.m.-1 p.m.. Outside and bet ‘veen
the Oakland Center, O'Dowd Hall and
Kresge Library
(Rain site: Oakkind (enter) 4

Thursday, Sept. 4
Greek Carnival
11 a.m.-2 p.m., Outside between the
Oakland Center, O'Dowd Hall and
Kresge Library

Thursday, Sept. 4
Student Affairs Ice Cream Social
11:30 a.m.-1 p.m.. Outside between
the Oakland Center, O'Dowd Hall and
Kresge Library
(Rain site: Oakland Center)
5-6:30 p.m., Outside between North and
South Foundation Halls
(Rain site: Fishbowl. South Foundation
Hall)

Thursday, Sept. 4
Graham Health Center and OU
Counseling Center:
Open House
1-4 p.m., Graham Health Center

Thursday, Sept. 4
Athletics: Grizz Gang.e.
5-9 p.m., Hamlin Co

Thursday, Sept.
Intervarsity Christian Fellowship:
Welcome Week Large Group Meeting
7 p.m., Oakland Room, OC

Thursday-Sunday, Sept. 4-7
Actor 'N' Techies: "The World Goes
'Round"
Tickets: $6 for Students/Seniors; $10 for
Adults
8 p.m.. Varner Studio Theatre', Varner
Hall (Sept. 4-6); 2 p.m., Varner Studio
Theater, Varner Hall (Sept. 7)

Friday, Sept. 5
Student Video Productions: Welcome
Picnic
11 a.m.-1 p.m., Outside between the
Oakland Center, O'Dowd Hall and
Kresge Library

Friday. Sept. 5
. ISSO: International Welcome Reception
5-7 p.m., Gold Rooms, OC

Friday. Sept. 5
SPB and SAFB: 3rd Annual Carnival
7 p.m.-Midnight. P11 Parking Lot

Friday, Sept. 5
Sigma Pi Fraternity: 14th Annual Pig
Roast
7 p.m.-Midnight, Upper Fields

Compiled by Kathleen Quandt

NAN015

AID
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PLAN

2592 N. SQUIRREL ROAD 1 248-377-2884
WWW.E-TEXTBOOKOUTLEICOM

TEXTBOOK OUTLET

NOW ACCEPTING
FINANCIAL AID
Come and shop our huge selection of quality used
textbooks and see for yourself how much further
YOUR MONEY can go when you shop off-campus.

$10 OFF
YOUR NEXT TEXTBOOK PURCHASE

OF $100 OR MORE.

REDEEM THIS COUPON WHEN YOU BUY YOUR TEXTBOOKS

Not valid with any other offers Offer expires 11 1 08
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Camp at OU allows disabled to shoot and star in film
By RORY McCARTY
Senior Reporter

Kids that are born with autism generally have a
more difficult time sociali7ing and fitting in groups. But
Joey Travolta's film camp, which is being organized by
OUCARES, is hoping to get kids with autism involved
and make new friends, as well as learning the process
of making their own films.
For the past two weeks at Oakland University,

Travolta has been running a film camp that's designed
for kids, mostly 10-18 years old, who have autism or
similar mental disabilities, like Asperger syndrome. The
kids work with Travolta's film crew to write, direct and
act in their own films.
Though he worked as a special education teacher

before he was an actor and singer, Travolta began work-
ing in camps like this when he was asked to run one in
California.
"Two parents with a child with autism contacted

me and asked if I would do workshops for children
with mental disabilities, and I said we'll give it a try,"
Travolta said.
Since then the number of camps has expanded

greatly, so much that Travolta needed to travel back
and forth between OU and another camp in Chicago
last week.
OUCARES was the first camp to contact Travolta

outside of California.
A typical day at film camp begins with a warm up

where volunteers and campers get up and move to
loosen up for the day ahead. A brightly sunlit room fills

with the sound of loud pop music as the kids begin clap-
ping and dancing around the room. Travolta also joins
in, taking a couple of the shyer campers by the hand
and leading them to the dance floor as Prince's "1999"
begins playing.
After the warm up has ended, the kids split off into

three age groups and begin to work on their separate
film projects. One of the projects is a spoof of "The
Twilight Zone," where a man gets sucked into his TV
and wanders from channel to channel.
The kids spend their first week getting ready to shoot,

by doing things like writing and casting, and the second
week actually filming.
"They're here to learn the process of filmmaking

from start to finish —casting, props, acting, learning
film terms — and day by day, they open up more, they
become more integrated, and they make friends like
they never have before," said Spark Boemi, director of
photography at the camp, while helping some of the
campers scout for locations to shoot.
Boemi carries a camera around wherever the camp-

ers go both to create a documentary of the experience
for families of the campers, and to get the kids used to
being on camera.
Hannah Richey is one of the many campers at

Travolta's film camp. She decided to attend after her
mother, Beckey Richey, suggested it to her. But even
though it's Hannah's first time at a camp, she says it's
already become her favorite.
"Hannah's going into the 6th grade, so this will help

maybe give her some skills she can use," Richey said.
With varying degrees of autism, some lower func-

tioning kids won't be able to do as much as others, but
inclusion is a high priority at Travolta's camp.
Every camper gets to take part in the films in some

way, regardless whether they get to act on camera or
hold the lights or simply use the clapboard slate at the
beginning of each take. So every camper has a hand in
the filmmaking process.
"I like that this camp is including everyone, not just

the more verbal, higher functioning kids," Richey said.
In one scene for "The Twilight Zone" film, one of the

campers is dressed as Steve Irwin for a nature show
that the main character falls into. Another camper
holds up a sheet of reflective material to bounce sun-
light onto the actors. Another of the kids, co-directing
with Travolta, yells, "Action!" to start the scene. In
between takes, Travolta works with his film crew and
helps the campers get their lines or rewrite them if they
work better differently.
Boemi said, "They might show an interest in the cam-

era, so we'll show them the camera, or they might want
to do lighting, so I'll put them on lights."
The finished films will be shown at a red carpet pre-

miere in November, hosted by Travolta.
"Filmmaking requires a lot of collaboration and team-

work, so that's what's so great about having them work
together. It gives kids with autism a voice," Travolta
said.
Travolta doesn't believe that he would be doing these

film camps if he hadn't been called by that first family
with an autistic child.
"It was kind of like they found me," he said, smiling.
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Check out our

S'eptemher Events

Or visit us at 64 OC

Friday, 5eptember 5

31''') Annual Carnival sponsored with

SAFB

7p.m. to Midnight

Upper Fields

Monday, 5epteMber 8

Dome Theatre Experience

20 am. to q

Fireside Lounge

Wednesday, geptember so

Open House

1130 am. to 1 p.m.

68 Oalland Center (Lower Level)
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Tuesday, geptember 16

Miss America Lecture
sponsored with su,B

Noon to i p.m.

Fireside Lounge

ThUrsdaY, 5erycernber 28

Open House

12:30 am, to 2 D.M.

OC Patio

Friday, 5eptetriber 19

Jammin' @ Hamlin
sponsored with WX00 4-12J-IC

8 p.m. tO //

Hamlin Courtyard

Runday. 5eptember 28

Claire and Mia Fontaine Lecture

Banc,uet -Rooms

Barnes & Noble at Oakland University Has a New Partner That Rocks

Today's college and university students are becoming increasingly savvy when it comes

to politics.They have opinions and like many of their preceding generations, want those
opinions heard come November. Rock the Vote is an organization committed to helping

young people find and assert their political power, and Barnes & Noble at Oakland

University is excited to be part of this effort. Together, Rock the Vote and Barnes &

Noble at Oakland University are giving students the opportunity to support youth voting

with graphic t-shirts bearing the organization's logo "Rock the Vote."

These men's and women's t-shirts are made by edunLive — the bookstore's provider of

ethical tees since 2007. For more information on edunLive, visit www.edun-live.com.

The t-shirts can be purchased directly at the bookstore or on www.oakland.bkstore.com.

Two dollars of every sale will go directly to Rock the Vote to support their programs

mobilizing and engaging young people to register to vote and hit the polls in November.

Rock the Vote's mission is to engage and build the political power of young people in
order to achieve progressive change in our country. Rock the Vote uses music, popular

culture, and new technologies to engage and incite young people to register and vote in

every election. And they give young people the tools to identify, learn about, and take
action on the issues that affect their lives, and leverage their power in the political

process. Rock the Vote is creative, effective, and controlled by nobody's agenda but their

own — they tell it like it is and pride themselves on being a trusted source for information

on politics. They empower the 45 million young people in America who want to step up,
claim their voice in the political process, and change the way politics is done.

www.RockTheVote.com
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your appeal to employers with new opportunities

through OU Career Services:

I Optimal Resume I

• Resume Builder

• Letter Writer

• Interview Prep

I Online Chat I

Chat Sessions are

open to all students

and alumni

COME JOIN SIGMA PI SEPTEMBER 5TH 2008

FOR OUR 14TH ANNUAL PIG ROAST.

FREE FOOD, LIVE MUSIC, AND FREE GAMES.

THE FUN STARTS AT 7PM, ENDS AT MIDNIGHT

AT THE UPPER FIELDS.

ALL OAKLAND STUDENTS ARE WELCOME.

THIS IS A FUN EXCITING ATMOSPHERE TO

HANG OUT, EAT FREE FOOD, LISTEN TO BANDS

AND MEET NEW PEOPLE!

OUCareerLink Registration I

1 Register Online at
www. OUCareerLink.corn

2 Click on "Students and Alumni'

3 Click "REGISTER"

4 Fill out your profile

I Career Express Workshops I

Available upon request

• Salary Negotiation

• Hire Fashion
• Internship Insider

• Interview IQ

• Right Resumes

• Career Services 411

For more information visit

www oakland edu/careerservices

Oakland University Career Services
I 248 370 3250 I

275 W Vandenberg Hall, Rochester. MI 48309

5111DENT CONQRE55
IS -HAVINQ AN OPEN -HOUSE!!

September 10th, II:30400M

62 Oakland Center (basement of OC)

T-HEE WILL BE FREE FOOD & QIVEAWAYS!

le COME MEET THE STUDENTS W-HO REPRESENT YOU!
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Kwame sues to stay in
Mayor makes desperate attempt against potential removal hearing
By ED WHITE AND
COREY WILLIAMS
Associated Press Writers

DETROIT — The gloves are off.
Desperate to save his political life,

Mayor Kwame Kilpatrick is suing to stop
Gov. Jennifer Granholm from holding an
extraordinary hearing next week that
could lead to his eviction from office for
misconduct.
Some of the argument is dry and

technical, attacking the removal law as
"vague" and "subjective."
But much of the lawsuit is personal,

too. It discloses for the first time that
Granholm tried to broker a deal in May
to end her fellow Democrat's perjury case
and sweep him from office.
"It was apparent at this meeting

that the governor did not presume
Kilpatrick's innocence," the mayor's
legal team wrote. "To the contrary, at
this meeting, the governor and her staff
had prepared a blackboard scenario in
which his presumption of innocence was
ignored and significantly undercut.
'The governor explained that no mat-

ter the evidence, Kilpatrick had to resign
because it was making Michigan look
bad," according to the lawsuit.
The bottom line from the mayor:

Granholm is unfit to judge him three
months later.
Wayne County Circuit Judge Robert

Ziolkowski heard arguments Friday on
and whether to halt removal proceedings
scheduled for Wednesday. Ziolkowski
said he will review the arguments over
the Labor Day weekend issue and a deci-
sion Tuesday.
'We will review it and respond as

appropriate," Granholm spokeswoman
Liz Boyd said of the lawsuit.
The Detroit City Council is requesting

Kilpatrick be removed from office under
a provision in the Michigan Constitution
that allows a governor to bounce officials
for misconduct.
The mayor is accused of misleading

council members into approving an
$8.4 million settlement with fired police
officers. The council says it didn't know
the deal included provisions to keep a
cover on romantic text messages between
Kilpatrick and a top aide.

BRYAN MITCHELL/Associated Press
Detroit Mayor Kwame Kilpatrick, left, sits with attorney Juan Mateo while waiting in court for his arraignment on assault charges at the 3rd Circuit Courtin
Detroit Friday, Aug. 22, 2008. Kwame is now suing in an attempt to stop Govenor Granholm's call for as removal hearing.

The governor was 1,200 miles away
Thursday in Denver at the Democratic
National Convention, plugging Michigan
at every turn as a crucial state in the
presidential election between Barack
Obama and John McCain. CNN grabbed
her for a live interview about the race. So
did other national networks.
Granholm said she wanted to move

beyond the Detroit crisis and focus on
"jobs in Michigan, and diversifying our
economy, and getting Barack Obama
elected as president."

Kilpatrick was supposed to attend
the convention as a superdelegate, but
he's restricted to Wayne, Oakland and
Macomb counties and must wear an elec-
tronic tether as a condition of his bond.
His spokesman said the lawsuit was

necessary to protect the mayor.
"As a result of the governor's decision

to bow to political pressures and move
forward with her hearing, we have no
choice," Marcus Reese said.

He said Granholm's "ability to be fair
and impartial in presiding over the hear-
ings is doubtful."
The lawsuit was filed after Granholm's

top legal adviser, Kelly Keenan, held a
conference call with attorneys to iron out
the procedure for the removal hearing.
"I came away with the idea that we're

not going to waste a lot of time," said
William Goodman, attorney for the
Detroit City Council, who was on the
rail.
"We will proceed promptly and go at

least full days and maybe into the eve-
ning," he said.
Besides the hearing, the mayor faces

10 felony counts in separate perjury and
assault cases in Wayne County Circuit
Court.
In the first case, Kilpatrick and ex-top

aide Christine Beatty are charged with
perjury, conspiracy, misconduct and
obstruction of justice. They are accused
of lying during the 2007 whistle-blowers'

trial about having an extramarital affair
and their roles in the firing of a deputy
police chief.
Text messages from Beatty's city-

issued pager contradicted their testi-
mony, leading Wayne County Prosecutor
Kym Worthy to file charges against the
pair in March.
The other charges stem from allega-

tions that the mayor shoved a prosecu-
tor's investigator into another in July
as they were attempting to serve a sub-
poena in the perjury case to a Kilpatrick
friend.
An attorney for Gary Brown, the

former deputy police chief who took
the mayor to trial over his firing, said
prosecutors talked to his client this week
about possible plea deals for Kilpatrick
in the perjury case.
"I wouldn't be happy, though, if he

pled to anything less than a felony, and
that would require him to leave office,"
he said.
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Photo courtesy of Oakland County Department of Economic Development & Community Affairs
County Executive L. Brooks Patterson, left, with his son Brooks "Brooksie" Stuart Patterson. The
Brooksie Way Half Marathon is named in honor of Brooks Stuart Patterson who passed away in 2007.

OU is a highlight of
new half marathon
By KATHLEEN QUANDT
Staff Intern

County Executive L. Brooks Patterson
has launched The Brooksie Way Half
Marathon and 5K Race/Walk that will
begin at Oakland University and end at
historic Meadow Brook Hall Oct. 5, 2008.
According to thebrooksieway.com,

the race is to "enhance the quality of life
for residents of Oakland County by pro-
moting healthy, active lifestyles."
The event has joined "Count Your

Steps," a nonprofit organization that,
according to the website, "encourages
children and adults to engage in more
physical exercise through fun activities."
Proceeds from the event are reinvested

to support fitness activities in Oakland
County. Funds will go to health related
programs and activities such as the
Oakland County Count Your Steps
Program.
The Crim Fitness Foundation is

co-sponsoring the race with Oakland
County.
Steve Huber, marketing and communi-

cation supervisor of the Oakland County
Department of Economic Development
and Community Affairs, believes that the

co-sponsorship will provide one the best
race experiences available.
"The Crim folks have the organiza-

tional structure to help put on a world-

class race right now — from the course

layout to making sure there are enough

water stations for the runners, to obtain-

ing sponsors and state-of-the-art timing,"

Huber said.
The course begins at OU, runs through

Rochester, Rochester Hills, parts of the

Paint Creek and Clinton River Trails,

and concludes at the historic Meadow

Brook Hall.

"The course incorporates some of the
most beautiful parts of Oakland County,"
Huber said. "Athletes who have already
run the course say it's among the most
challenging and beautiful courses they
have ever seen."
The race is open to anyone who wants

to enter.
"Serious and casual runners, teams

representing their businesses [and] any-
one invited is encouraged to participate
by either running or walking either
course — the half marathon or the 5K,"
Huber said.
There will also be a division for dis-

abled athletes in the half marathon race.
Huber said Meadow Brook Hall and

OU add something special to the race.
"First, the OU campus is beautiful and

to end the race at Meadow Brook Hall
adds a signature moment to a special
race," Huber said. "There are not many
road races that will have such a stunning
conclusion."
The event is named in honor

Patterson's son, Brooks (aka "Brooksie")
Stuart Patterson, who was killed in a
snowmobile accident in 2007 at the age
of 28.
Brooks, who was married and the

father of three children, died just days
after his father's State of the County
address in which plans were announced
for a county-sponsored half marathon as
part of a wellness initiative for county
residents.
"Brooks Stuart Patterson's lasting

legacy is the exuberance with which he
lived his life, the passion he had for fam-
ily and friends and his dreams for the
future," the website states. "That's why
we named the race in his memory, The
Brooksie Way."'

TURTLE CREEK
APARTMENTS

Jr .2.111

Calling All Students..
.$100 off Move-1n!
• Free (able! frti-/Idtti

*Washer/Dryer Included!
* Best Value for your Dollar!

STUDENT PRICES STARTING AT...
1 Bedroom...$590
2 Bedroom...$625
3 Bedroom...$799

#1 Oak Creek Lane Pontiac, MI 48340

248-373-8885
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Partnership keeps streets ̀S.A.F.E.'
By KATIE MEISENER
Contributing Reporter

Oakland University and Auburn Hills
Police officers have joined forces in an
effort to reduce automobile crashes at
intersections surrounding Oakland
University.
S.A.F.E. (Stop Accidents From

Escalating) Streets is a citywide pro-
gram, developed by the Auburn Hills
Police Department in 2004 as a result
of a significant escalation of automobile
crashes in Auburn Hills, Sgt. G. Steve
Groehn of the AHPD explained.
The AHPD contacted the OUPD in

spring of 2008 regarding a partnership
with S.A.F.E. Streets given that OU fac-
ulty and students account for a signifi-
cant portion of traffic in Auburn Hills.
Both police departments dispatch up

to five officers to the targeted intersec-
tions, generally during peak traffic
hours, and write citations to drivers
found to be violating traffic laws. Signs
are posted at every leg of an intersec-
tion, warning drivers that there is
enforcement ahead.
Speeding, failing to yield or stop,

safety belt enforcement, following too
closely and aggressive lane changing are
violations that officers are targeting.

According to Sgt. Terry Ross of the
OUPD, education is key. Ross is tapping
into available outlets, such as the OU
website, to inform students and faculty
that officers are targeting nearby inter-
sections.
"The main goal is to obviously reduce

crashes, not to just write tickets," said
Officer Bryan M. Eftink of the AHPD.
The program looks at crash rates and

causes when targeting an area for viola-
tions. An area with a high rate of rear
end accidents may be particularly moni-
tored for drivers following too closely
and speeding, Groehn explained.
Both police departments use data

comparisons for volumes of traffic and
crash rates to determine which intersec-
tions need to be targeted. According to
Groehn, crash rates can be reduced by
applying the three E's: engineering, edu-
cation and enforcement.
"Education is by far a more effective

tool than enforcement,' Groehn said.
During the enforcement times, officers

hand out suggestions for safe driving
habits and information regarding cita-
tions with points.

Traffic engineering is also taken
under advisement when making a deci-
sion regarding a problem area. If the
crash rate in an area is analyzed and it

is determined that the engineering is a
contributing problem, traffic signs may
be installed and the timing of lights may
be changed. The city, county and state
work together to determine if there is a
relevant engineering problem.
S.A.F.E. Streets isn't only meant to

help possible crash victims, but fellow
drivers as well. Automobile crashes can
triple the time it takes for people to get
where they need to go. They not only
affect those involved in a crash, but the
drivers behind them, Groehn said. A
reduction in crashes will result in driv-
ers reaching their destination in a time-
ly, fuel-efficient manner, he explained.
'We are working together to help the

community," Ross said. OUPD officers
are modifying their shifts and signing
up to work the S.A.F.E. Street zones,
according to Ross.
S.A.F.E. Streets does not require extra

funding according to Groehn. Funds are
reallocated for these types of projects.
According to Groehn, there has been a

reduction in crashes and violations since
S.A.F.E. Streets was implemented.
OU and AHPD will be monitoring

University Drive, between Squirrel
and Pontiac Road, and Squirrel Road,
between Cross Creek Parkway and
Walton Boulevard.
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Kevorkian reveals his unorthodox candidacy
By MASUDUR RAHMAN
Senior Reporter

Eighty-year old Jack Kevorkian is campaigning as an
independent without any party affiliations to get elected
for U.S. Congress, but he's going about it in an unusual
way: he doesn't want anyone to vote for him.
In fact, he doesn't want anyone to vote or even reg-

ister to vote in any election, as long as there are the
two main political parties (Democratic and Republican)
on the ballot because he thinks that party politics are
"extremely harmful" to America.
"Nobody showing up to vote — that will send a mes-

sage to the tyrants," he said in a town hall meeting
Thursday, Aug. 21. He described tyrants as "the people
that control your lives."
The meeting was held at Troy Community center and,

other than members of the media, it was attended by
about 12 people.
Another unusual component of his campaign is his

vow not to accept political contributions or donations
from anyone.
"Fame," Kevorkian said, when asked how he will run

his campaign without much money.
Kevorkian gained local and national notoriety in the

1990s, when he was nicknamed "Doctor Death" for
helping over 100 patients near Oakland County com-
mit assisted suicide, continuing even after his medical
license was revoked for his actions.
In 1999 Kevorkian was found guilty of second-degree

murder and delivery of a controlled substance based on

a video he made and let air on CBS's show 60 Minutes
that showed Kevorkian injecting a voluntary patient
with lethal chemicals that killed the patient. Kevorkian
was sentenced to 10-25 years in prison. In June 2007,
he was released on parole for good behavior.
At the meeting Thursday, Kevorkian refused to dis-

cuss the topic of assisted suicide besides stating that he
still believes it's a basic human right and that he's "not
allowed to" talk about it any further.
According to MSNBC, one of the conditions of his

parole is that he not discuss the specific methods of
assisting suicide, but he is still allowed talk about it
otherwise.
At the meeting, he also called candidates and politi- •

cians "corrupt cronies" as well as "cowardly and dishon-
est."
Even if Kevorkian somehow does get elected, he

vowed that he will only serve for one term and not run
for any more, because he's "not trying to make a job out
of" politics.
Rather, he says that despite whether he wins or loses,

his real goal is to make the 9th Amendment of the U.S.
Constitution known. The 9th Amendment is usually
interpreted as guaranteeing Americans all natural
rights that are not specifically listed in the Constitution.
He asked people to read the short book that he

said he wrote in prison called "Amendment IX: The
Cornucopia of Rights." He didn't have any printed cop-
ies for sale at the meeting, but the 43 page booklet is
available for viewing for free on www.glimmeriqs.
comiamendmentix.pdf.

Kevorkian declined to give his views on education
reform but he said that prison reform and crime control
is high on his agenda.
He also said that illegal drugs like marijuana and

others should be legalized not only because of "our natu-
ral rights" but also because it "creates organized crime."
As for immigration, he said that the government

should "drop the idea of a fence" and of creating "bilin-
gual schools to make it easier for [Spanish-speaking]
immigrants." The solution is simple, he said, "we have
laws, we just have to enforce them."
He said that the way to make universal health care

available to all is to tax the "excess profits of pharma-
ceutical companies — maybe 10 percent" and use it to
pay for all Americans' medical insurance.
"The real patriot isn't the one that waves the flags

and lapel pins — it's the one that criticizes the govern-
ment," said Kevorkian. "And that's what I am: a real
patriot. I think America is a rotten country."
One audience member said that he supported all of

Kevorkian's ideas and urged him to reconsider telling
people not to vote for him, but Kevorkian berated him
for several minutes, calling him a "helpless, hopeless
case" who "doesn't get it."
Kevorkian is running for the 9th Congressional

District, which represents most of Oakland County in
the House of Representatives. Also running is incum-
bent Republican Joe Knollenberg, who held the seat
since 1993, Democrat Gary Peters and Libertarian
Adam Goodman.

cuone.org

248.475.2607
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YOU BUY
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THE FINANCE RATE
IS JUST 6.99% APR!

It's a whole new way of buying all of your essentials.
This program lets you buy everything you need and build

your credit! We'll start you off with an initial $500 line of credit
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Payments are as low as $99 per month.

It's easy to apply. Stop into our Oakland Center branch
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at cuone.org for details!

*Subject to approvals. Other terms apply. Ask for details.
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How to get in gear for the fall semester
Safety

By Kathleen Quandt
Staff Intern

Supplies
According to an Associatedcontent.com article, "Top Ten
Must Have School Supplies for College" by Amy Brantley,
the proper school can supplies help with turning in
assignments and making sure they are properly done.

#1 A planner helps keep track of due dates and makes it
easier to get assignments done on time.

#2 A graphing calculator can be useful in many math
and science courses.

#3 Laptops can be used for homework or e-mail and
even watching DVDs.

#4 Flash drives can hold a lot of information and are
easier to carry than a laptop. A flash drive allows you to
work on an assignment at school and save it for later.

#5 A voice recorder can catch what the professor is
saying when taking notes isn't enough. Some voice
recorders are also MP3 players.

#6 A backpack or messenger bag is essential to carry
books and other supplies. Pick a sturdy one that can
carry heavy books. A messenger bag is more organized

but a backpack with wheels is better for heavy loads.

#7 College ruled notebooks are necessary and
assignments look better when written on college ruled

paper.

#8 Pens are a must-have in college. They are better than

pencils because they don't become dull or have to be
sharpened.

#9 Binders will keep papers organized and serve as a
reminder for assignments.

#10 Highlighters are helpful for keeping track of
important information in texts and easier than taking
notes.

Joanne Talarek, RN, MSN, ANP and Director of Graham
Health Center, had a few tips for carrying a backpack

round campus.

It must be balanced. You don't want the weight to shift

from side to side she said.

When it comes to carrying your bag, "I don't recommend

carrying a heavy bag on just one shoulder," she said.

Talarek also has a rule to follow when deciding how to

carry a heavy bag.

"I think a good rule of thumb is if someone has to strain

to put their backpack on and off then they probably
need to switch to a tote on wheels," she said.

Talarek said that a couple of features to look for in a
backpack are padded shoulder straps and a strap that

ound the waist to distribute the weight evenly.

Utility
According to Collegefashion.net:

• Totes are the most fashionable option and are
available in every material and color. They can be
carried from school, to work and out at night.

• Backpacks are a good idea because they are roomy
and usually waterproof. They can be used as luggage,
a gym bag or a laptop bag. Backpacks are durable and
great for heavy items.

• Messenger bags have the style of a tote and the
function of a backpack. These bags have organizer
pockets for everything. They are sturdier than tote bags
and are sometimes made of waterproof material.

• Although backpacks are popular and convenient,
wearing them too heavy or improperly can cause strain

or injury to your back.
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Morgan Flees, 20, from
Milford, said she carries
binders, pens, pencils,

notebooks, a calculator and
Scantrons in her bag.

"I like the notebooks - the
Five StarTM with the folders

in them;' she said.

Flees also said she carries a
tote bag because"! like the
style and it's comfortable!'

When she is shopping for a
bag she looks for size and

style, she said.

Comfort
According to Michigancollegeguide.com:

• Your backpack should never hang more than 4 inches

below your waistline. A backpack that hangs too low

increases the weight on the shoulders, causing you to

lean forward when walking.

• A backpack with individualized compartments helps

in positioning the contents most effectively. Make sure

that pointy or bulky objects are packed away from the

area that will rest on your back.

• The more room there is in a backpack, the more you

will try to carry. The basic rule is to carry no more than

ten percent of your body weight.

• Wearing both shoulder straps will prevent your

backpack from causing a disproportionate shift of

weight to one side, leading to neck and muscle spasms

and low-back pain.

• Wide, padded shoulder straps are important in

preventing straps from digging into your shoulders.

Straps should be adjustable so your backpack can

be fitted to your body. If straps are too loose, your

backpack will hang uncomfortably and cause spinal

misalignment and pain.

Malte Bergfeld, 30, a senior
and a general business
management major, said
he carries a pen, pencil,
calculator, books, folders

and a flash drive.

The most essential ms,
he said, are his oks.

"I guess it's •t I've been
using m ole life so I

just s with it," he said,
abo carrying a backpack.

Career Services presents:

FALL
CAREFEI

NOON-3:00pm
Banquet Rooms, Oakland Center
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Bring resumes and your SpiritCard for quick registration
Check www.oakland.edu/careerservices for employers attending

Oakland University Career Services

275 NI Vandenberg Hall Rochester MI 48309

248 370 3250 I www oaktand edurcareerservices
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Students share why they think one choice is better than the other
By LINA AMENT AND
JARED PURCELL
Staff Intern and You/Local Editor

The classes are scheduled and the
training wheels are off. As Oakland
University students take the plunge
into college life, they make a choice as
to what living arrangement suits them
best. OU students share first hand expe-
rience with life in the dorms verses the
commute from home.
OU is known as a commuter school.

For many reasons some students prefer
the home life.
'1 only live 10 miles from school so I

thought it would save money," said Jason
Rogowski, an OU sophomore. "I feel like
I got the college experience by joining
a fraternity — but if you are not really
involved it is harder to make friends if
you don't live on campus."
Other students are itching to get out of

the house and live on their own.
"If I had the money I would move

out," said Kelsey Ellsasser, a junior. "My
parents are pretty lenient but in a way
it feels no different from high school
because my friends leave for school and
I'm stuck at home."
Some OU students couldn't resist the

taste of freedom. Nick Somberg, an OU
sophomore, spent freshman year Hamlin
Hall.
"I moved in with a friend I'd known

since tenth grade," Somberg said. "I felt
that living in the dorms, I'd get more of
a college experience. Living at home and
going to school would seem no different
than high school."

While some chose to room with friends, living in the dorms, but I don't feel like
others have taken the prospect of going the experience is any less because you
in blind, still make a lot of friends at school,"
"I wanted to move into the dorms to Rospierski said. "I go and visit my

get the college experience. I went in friends in the dorms and I know I may
blind and became really close with my miss out on things."
suitemates," said Ashley Trefney, an OU Still, nothing is perfect.
sophomore. "Gas money and traffic and finding

Jessica Obayan, a senior at OU said a time to meet [other commuters] on
that on-campus campus,"
life helped build   Rospierski

said.
"It can

be kind of
annoying liv-
ing at home
sometimes.
But still, I
could hang

differently than out with
many students who commute. I also lived friends at home and up at school. I still
in the student apartments which were feel like I got a lot of college experience
great but I felt like I lost the sense of without living in the dorms."
community you get when living in the
dorms."

her college
experience.
"I liked the

community of
it," Obayan said.
I felt really
involved. You
see Oakland

"Just weigh your options

and ask what's best..."
— David Michniacki, OU junor

No place like home
Bridget Rospierski is a junior busi-

ness major at OU and she is a commuter
who thinks that living at home has the
upside.

"It's close to home so I didn't need to
spend the money when I could easily
drive a little over 20 minutes and I could
save a lot of money," Rospierski said.
Although those who live in dorms

think commuters are missing out on
a true college experience, Rospierski
doesn't see it that way.
"I know you miss out on stuff by not

Dorm daze
David Michniacki, a junior in the

nursing program at OU, has lived both
at home and on campus in his college
experience.
"I liked living in the dorms more

because you meet more people," said
Michniacki. "You have the ability to do
things on your own terms instead of your
parents'. You can eat when you want,
you can do your homework when you
want, you can watch what you want, you
can stay up until you want. It's on you."

Still, as much as he loved the dorm
life, Michniacki admits that there are
perks to living at home that you don't get

in the dorms.
"You save money and there's better

food, definitley," said Michniacki about
home life.
As much freedom as you can have by

living without parents in the dorms,
there are still rules to adjust to.
"The nightwatch is kind of hard to

get used to with signing people in and
always remembering to have your I.D.,"
Michniacki said.
Even though Michniacki enjoyed living

in the dorms, he says that it may not be
for everyone.
"Just weigh your options and ask

what's best money wise, time wise and
stress wise," Michniacki said. "It's what's
best for your own situation."
Also, people considering a move into

the dorms should think about who they
will room with. There is always a safe
route by finding someone you know, or
the more risky road in rooming blind.

A new kind of crib
Focusing on the environment, OU has

devised a new type of dorm that could
change the face of campus living.
"The eco-interest students are a group

of incoming freshmen who showed inter-
est in the program during their orienta-
tions," said Whitney Litzner, who is
the President of OU's Environmental
Coalition. "They were picked and placed
in the cave rooms in 6 and 7 South
Hamlin for the upcoming fall semester.
Litzner added that students receive

incentives such as an early move in date,
an eco-friendly room and free organic T-
shirts and recycled school supplies.
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Fighting back the freshman 15
By JARED PURCELL
You/Local Editor

Many freshman have heard about it and many have
tried avoiding it. The worse thing in a freshman's mind
is falling victim to it. There is only one thing that holds
such an illustrious reputation in the annals of the col-
lege lifestyle: the freshman 15.
The freshman 15 refers to the amount of weight that

freshman tend to gain in their inaugural college year.
But it's only an urban legend that has been passed

from collegiate generation to collegiate generation,
right?
Unfortunately, that's not the case.
Joanne Talarek is Nurse Practitioner and Director of

the Graham Health Center here at Oakland University.
She was quick to make clear that the freshman 15 is
something that can affect the new commers.
"I think people talk about it because it happens,"

Talarek said. "People say, 'yeah that happened to me."'
Of course, it's not a fact that freshman will gain 15

pounds, but it's something freshman should be aware of.

Why!?
But why does this happen? As it turns out, there are

a lot of possibilities as to why this plagues so many
freshman. Talarek offered some theories of her own.
"Lots of our students are very active in high school.

So physically they have a routine that is very active,"

Talerek said. "They get to college and they are no longer
involved in those activities so their physical activity
level decreases."
Not only does the typical physical activity of college

freshman change, eating patterns can change as well.
"Typically in high school, because of the school sched-

ule and the sports schedule and job schedules, people
are still eating three meals a day, with mom preparing
at least a couple of them," Talarek said. "When people
get to college, their schedule is quite varied and they
tend not to eat regular meals and tend to graze a lot.
They tend to go for convenient foods like snack foods or
fast foods."
Talarek also mentioned that students should try and

be aware of the foods they are eating in terms of carbs
and fats and try to establish good eating habits. Once a
good eating habit is established, the freshman 15 can be
easier to avoid.

Still, a decrease in physical activity and a lack of
nutritional awareness are not the only problems.
The relationship between sleep and weight gain has

been studied a lot closer over recent years and it is true
that a lack of sleep can have an adverse effect on many
parts of one's lifestyle. But can a lack of sleep really be
a cause for weight gain?
According to sleep-deprivation.com, when lack of

sleep becomes a problem, levels of Leptin, the hormone
that increases appetite, begin to rise. The site goes on to
explain that it is possible that some obesity is caused or

made worse by a lack of sleep.

Taking Action Now
The continued growth of obesity in the United States

continues to be a problem. Although gaining 15 pounds
during freshman year of college doesn't necessarily
make you obese, it may set some up for a life headed in
that direction.
There are plenty of ways to lose the freshman 15, but

it is better to avoid gaining the 15 pounds altogether.
"It's a lot harder to lose than it was to put on,"

Talarek said. "People need to make a concerted effort to
lose the weight and it can sneak in when you're not pay-
ing attention."
But why 15 pounds?
"I haven't found any research backing that number,"

Talarek said. "In my day we called it the freshman five."
Freshman should also try and take advantage of the

Recreation Center next to the O'Rena. With an indoor,
four-lane track and state of the art fitness center, there
are plenty of ways to combat the freshman 15. Plus, it's
free for OU students with a school I.D.
Students can call the Rec Center for more information

on weight loss programs and classes that are offered at
different times throughout the year. The Rec Center can
be reached at (248)-370-4732.
"My recommendation right from the get-go is to main-

tain good exercise patterns and good eating patterns,"
Talarek.
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Study tips to help students survive
By LINA AMENT AND KATHLEEN QUANDT
Staff Interns

The transition from high school to college can be
tough. From the classroom to hitting the books at home,
study methods can be crucial. With a few wise tips any
student can turn their college career into a success.

Go To Class
Some students say the largest transition from high

school to college was freedom. Yet, that new freedom
comes with new responsibilities in the classroom.
OU's website offers advice to freshman designed to

help them make the transition from high school study-
ing to college studying.
The site covers a wide variety of helpful tips for study-

ing and note taking. Advice ranges from attending class
everyday to making sure you make frequent eye contact
with the lecturer while they are speaking.
Another contrast between high school and college is

that professors aren't required to keep a keen eye on
everything the students are doing as compared to a high
school teacher who is watching your progress nearly
every step of the way.
"In high school the teacher was always there overlook-

ing what you did, so in college it is your responsibility to
show up for class, do your homework and be prepared
for quizzes," said Alycia St. Angelo, an OU senior.
In high school you are expected to read short assign-

ments that are discussed and often retaught. In college,
reading assignments are larger and may not be directly
addressed in class.

Put In the Time
"In college you really have to study or you'll fail," said

Betsy Bogart, a junior. Also, make sure you always go
to your classes.
"Classes get harder in many aspects so you have to

spend a significant amount of time studying," junior
Deanna Kossaras said.
Managing your time in college is an important aspect

to studying effectively and doing well in class.
An article from associatedcontent.com, "How to

Manage Your Time in College" by Jennifer Dozier, lists
a few simple steps to managing your time.
The article talks about how paying attention to how

your time is spent is crucial, and how you shouldn't pro-
crastinate chores or assignments.
• Schedule enough time in your day for things you

enjoy, eating and sleeping. Getting enough sleep is
beneficial to those who are active.

• Don't rely on memory alone. Write things down
and even create a to-do list and follow a strict daily
schedule.

The article also mentions that breaks are important.
It says that "after an hour of studying, you become
unable to focus and stressed out ... this is it. Get up and
move every half hour when you are studying and your

test results will improve."

Start While You're Ahead
"Make sure you take classes seriously the first semes-

ter because one mistake or one bad class can really
affect your grade point average," Kossaras said.
According to encarta.msn.com, instead of just

rewriting notes and rereading chapters, write notes in
the textbook's margin to highlight key points, reflect on
your reading and review class notes.
Another tip from the website is to make mega-flash-

cards. The purpose of doing that is not only to include
additional information and examples, but also grouping
cards together by topic to study the entire concept. This
way, you are doing more than memorizing bits of infor-
mation.
• A study group is another great way to study. Study

more in-depth by not only quizzing each other but
asking "why" and "how" with each question.

• Dealing with exam anxiety will help you get better
grades. Freezing up can be from lack of confidence
in a challenging subject.

• Another way to be prepared for an exam is to ask
the professor. They may have example questions
from the test to help you prepare. Listening closely
to what points the professor emphasizes is also a
clue to what will be on the exam.

It could also be a good idea to look over the syllabus
and talking to students who have taken the class.

To study,
or to be studied,

that is the question.
Athlete's Foot and Acne clinical studies

available now at no cost to you.

586 286 7325
SkinCareResearch.com

Compensation for time and travel varies by study.

MICHIGAN CANTER I-OR

SKIN CARE
RESEARCH

Daniel Stewart, D.O.
Tiffany Cukrowski, D.O.
Mary Veremis-Ley, D.O.
43900 Garfield, Suite106
Clinton Township, MI 48038
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Can Steve Clark and and the rest

of the men's soccer team make the

leap past the second round? Turn to

page 26 to find out!

Jessica Boyle and the rest of the
women's soccer team would be the
first to say a loss isn't always that
bad. Turn to page 27 to see how.

For Nikki Swan and the rest of the
OU golf program, the future is

now Turn to page 28 for men's and
women's golf previews.

Happy New Year!
For Oakland University Golden Grizzlies, this New Year

is not marked with champagne and "Auld Lang Syne,"
rather; they ring it in Gatorade and the Oakland University
fight song.

Regardless, it offers just the same opportunity to reflect
and make amends that the rest of OU enjoys on Jan. 1. A
total of seven different Golden Grizzlies varsity sports will
kick off their seasons within the next two weeks, resulting
in enough tales of reflection and amendment to make even
Dick Clark take notice.
By most accounts, the 2007 men's cross country season

was a raging success. The team finished runner-up at the
Summit League Men's Cross Country Championship and
placed 17th at the NCAA Great Lakes Regional. However,
fans have to wonder how great the team would have been
had dual-sport star Zack Jones been healthy.
The junior All-Conference selection has returned from the

stress fracture that caused him to miss most of 2007 and is
welcomed by a host of freshman and sophomore talent that
took on the leadership role in his absence. As a result, the
team is a favorite to win the Summit League Championship
in 2008.
While both men's and women's golf teams will be pushed

in the locker room by proven veterans Frank McAuliffe and
Nikki Swan, respectively, it will be new recruits Michael
Coriasso and Elizabeth Ecker that will step in immediately
and push around opponents on the course in an attempt to
climb to the top of the Summit League.
For the men's and women's soccer teams, the flag has

already been planted. Their success will be defined by
whether or not they can defend their championship crowns.
Although the Grizzlies fell in the first round of the NCAA
Women's Championship Tournament to Purdue, the
men were able to notch their first NCAA Championship
Tournament victory in a re-match against Michigan State
before losing to Notre Dame in the second round. If these
teams are able to take the next step into national recogni-
tion, the fall season should not disappoint. All of these
sports, plus volleyball and women's cross country previews
await in the upcoming pages. So, feel free to grab your
kazoos and water bottles and jump in as if they were a
giant pile of leaves. - Tim Rath, Sports Editor

Zack Jones is recovered from injury
and OU cross country is ready to
win. Turn to page 29 for men's and
women's cross country previews.

Lauren Duquette is making it clear:
The Grizzlies are seriously improving.

Turn to page 31 to find out how
good OU volleyball can really be.
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Daniel has higher hopes
By TOM MURPHY, JR.
Senior Reporter

For senior defenseman Ian Daniel this season is the
most important of his career.
Daniel is returning for his final year with the

Oakland University soccer team. He said he has very
high goals set for him and the team including defend-
ing the Summit League Championship. Last season the
team went undefeated in conference play. Daniel was
such a force that he was named Summit League defen-
seman of the year, a title that he hopes to earn again
this season.
"Being named defenseman of the year was a such an

honor," said Daniel. "Now this year I have even higher
expectations, I want to come out this year and live up to
those expectations."
Daniel and the rest of the Golden Grizzlies open up

the regular season Aug. 29 against the Oregon State
Beavers at the Ultimate Soccer Arena in Pontiac. The
Grizzlies' home opener is scheduled for Sunday against
Green Bay.
Daniel is one of nine starters returning from last

year's team that ended with a record of 12-7-3 overall
and a conference record of 5-0-1. Senior goalkeeper
Steve Clark is returning from a season in which he led
the Summit League with six shutouts and 92 saves.
Senior midfielder Martin Sandell (Summit League
Newcomer of the Year) will look to improve upon his
mark of four goals and two assists.
The Golden Grizzlies were picked by the head coaches

to win the Summit League again this year receiving
five out of seven first place votes. Daniel said that
this year's team has a great chance to improve on last
year's success. But it won't be easy with games against
Tulsa, Michigan and Western Michigan highlighting the
schedule before league play begins.
"Our goals are to win the conference again, win the

conference tournament again
and to go further into
the NCAA tourna-
ment,"

BOB KNOSKA/ The Oakland Post

Above, the Golden Grizzlies celebrate a goal scored during the 2007 season. Below right, senior business major Ian Daniel heads the ball

away from a conference foe during a 2007 game. Daniel led the OU defense to a Summit League-best 0.16 goals against average during the

season against conference competition, while reaching the Summit League Academic All-League Team and scoring two goals on the year.

Daniel said.
Last season the Golden Grizzlies became the first

ever Summit League team to win a game in the NCAA
Tournament by defeating Michigan State University
2-1. They lost to Notre Dame 2-1 in the second round
ending their season.
Daniel said that there is a lot of pressure on him to

perform at a high level but he embraces the challenge.
"I have to come to every practice ready to motivate
myself and to motivate others to get the job done."

Head Coach Gary Parsons, who was named
Summit League Coach of the Year last season,
said that there are areas where the team needs
to improve in order to defend the crown.
"We need to execute our set plays both offen-

sively and defensively," Parsons said. "And we
need to do a better job of scoring

goals."
Parsons said that the
team cannot be content
with last years success.
He said that being cocky
makes you vulnerable as
a team and that's how you
get beat. "We need to pay
attention to what we're
doing and work hard,"
Parsons said. "We need

to be totally focused and take
nothing for granted."

Daniel said that he recog-
nizes how important his role
one of the senior leaders is.
"This is my final year and it

really important to me," Daniel
said. "I want to perform my best

and I want everyone on the team to perform their best.
Defending our championship means a lot. Oakland is
probably the best team in the league and has been for a
while so there is a lot of pressure but we can definitely
do it, were ready to step up to the challenge."
Daniel said that he is a vocal leader on the field and

he and the other captains, Clark and junior defenseman
Stew Givens, strive to set an example of hard work and
determination. Parsons said he wants every member of
the team to be accountable.
'We're not looking for anybody to be our savior,"

Parsons said. "We're not looking for anybody to do any-
thing spectacular. We're looking for everybody on the
team to contribute and do his job."
Along with high expectations for the season Daniel

also has a high standard to reach in the classroom. Last
season he was named to the Summit League Academic
All-league team.

"It's tough," Daniel said. "Playing sorrer takes up a
large amount of time. But I work hard on the field and
that leads to working hard in the classroom. I have to
get up and go to class everyday even when I don't want
to do it."
The Grizzlies will play a total of three games at

Ultimate Soccer Arena. They will battle Western Illinois
Sept. 27 and Southern Illinois Edwardsville Nov. 1.
Both games start at 7 p.m.

"It's a fantastic facility," Parsons said of the new
arena. "I really think this is the future for us from a
standpoint of out home games because people can come
here whether it be in the end of August or the middle of
November. We can play at night at times that are con-
ducive to the soccer community it's a wonderful atmo-
sphere, it's comfortable, the seats are right on top of the
action. It's a perfect place to watch a soccer game."
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OU winners despite the score
Women's soccer team stands strong in the face of adversity

By ANDREW GRIEVE
Contributing Reporter

To the casual fan, the first game
of the 2008 season for the Oakland
University women's soccer team on Aug.
22 would be seen as a big disappoint-
ment.
The Golden Grizzlies fell behind early

against Michigan State and failed to
make up the deficit, falling by a score
of 5-1.
'We played well in the first half, some

simple balls got away on us, and there
were moments where we left a ton of
openings," said head coach Nick O'Shea.
And that would be the end of it. Just

hit "publish."
However, while OU didn't quite have

the power to stop the presses, they did
do a lot more on Friday than simply lose
the game. The Grizzlies collected dona-
tions at the O'Rena Athletics Center
door for Adilan Farnum, the daughter of
Michigan State assistant coach Tammy
Farnum.
Adilan, who is fighting a battle with

leukemia, received nearly $4,500 from
the soccer team's efforts.
"The soccer community, as a whole,

is amazing," O'Shea said. "I've seen it
in many ways, not just financially, and
there are some really awesome people
within our community."
The positive and hopeful nature of the

game wasn't confined to doors. O'Shea
said that despite the appearance of the
blowout loss, there were many good
things to be taken from the Grizzlies'
defeat.
"From a score line stand point, the

game was disappointing, but there were
some positive things from it. One good
thing was that a lot of things didn't
need to be immediately fixed, as we
were able to hold on to the same strat-
egy to pull through," O'Shea said.
Last season, the Grizzlies finished

with a 10-8-2 overall record, including a
6-2 conference record and a 7-2-2 mark
at home. Although they fell to ranked
rivals Indiana and Southern California
during the season, they defeated the
number-one seeded Western Illinois
in the Summit League Championship
game by a score of 3-1 to win the con-
ference crown for the second straight
season.
From there, the Grizzlies moved on to

the NCAA Championship Tournament
for the fifth time in school history,
traveling to West Lafayette, Ind., where

they fell in the first round to Purdue by

a score of 4-0.

BOB KNOSKA/The Oakland Post
Defenseman Lauren Brodie (right) heads the ball away from goalkeeper Kim Herbst (left). Oakland's defense allowed a mere 1.41 goals per game last year.

Six players have graduated from that
team and eight new players have been
added to replace them. Freshman for-
ward Amy Trandell made her presence
felt against the Spartans, scoring the
Grizzlies' only goal at the 32:12 mark.
O'Shea said that he was impressed by
her performance, as well as that of the
other freshmen on the roster.
"Our newer players have been doing

quite well in these early games," O'Shea
said.
OU is welcoming back tournament

MVP Jessica Boyle, who scored six goals
and passed for eight assists last season.
The Grizzlies are also bringing back
all-tournament team members Kristi
Evans and Meghan Hartwig, along with
defensive backfielder Lauren Brodie
and goalkeeper Kim Herbst.
On Aug. 11, the Grizzlies were voted

as the preseason number one team in
the conference for the third year in row
by Summit League coaches. O'Shea said
that although he was pleased with the
accolades, they now have high expecta-
tions to live up to.

"It's always good to see the team
get that kind of respect from all of the
other coaches and teams within our
conference. However it can be tricky,
when you've got a reputation that good,
because it can lead to some tough chal-
lenges," O'Shea said.
The tough challenges on the Grizzlies'

schedule for this year will include
games at Michigan, Nebraska and

Kentucky. O'Shea said that while he's
looking forward to these games and
more, he has one particular date circled
on his calendar. "October 17th, the
re-match against Western Illinois," he
said.
"They've been putting up a good fight

over the past few years. Outside of the
conference, we're looking forward to
Nebraska, to get a good idea of how far
we can go in the different tournaments."
While OU isn't overlooking the tough

competition that the Summit League
can offer, O'Shea made it clear that
qualifying for and advancing in the
NCAA tournament is one of the team's
biggest goals.

"It's quite a tough push. Out of the
300 or so teams in the NCAA, only 64 of
them can make it to the tournament,"
O'Shea said. 'We've made it there
five out of the seven years we've been
around, so we're hoping for another go-
around."
O'Shea believes that while last year's

success story was enjoyable, the first
round of the NCAA tournament will not
be the end of the line for OU.
`We've got a good team. We've had a

good team in previous years, but right
now we have a good chance to make it
even further into the tournament this
time around," he said.
The Grizzlies will continue the season

with their second game on Friday at the
OU Soccer Field, where they will face
off against Bowling Green State.
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Costello: 'Our ceiling is endless'
Women's golf trying to make the leap to championship level

By TIM RATH
Sports Editor

Next April, the eyes of the Summit League golf commu-
nity will be squarely on Oakland University.
Although an official date has not been announced yet,

golf coach Brian Costello said that OU will be hosting the
Summit League Golf Championship sometime in April.
However, he's not content with the mere publicity that

hosting the open is sure to provide. He believes that the
women's golf team can use the home course advantage to
make some serious noise.
"For a long time, we've been very good, but we've

played second fiddle to Oral Roberts," he said. "We have
a good opportunity to dethrone them this year, playing
on one of the toughest courses around, a course that no
[Summit League rivals] have seen yet. We can dominate
the Summit League if we can get past them."

It's not just the home course advantage that gives
Costello confidence.
The women's golf program welcomes back five out of

the ten players from last year's squad, including junior
Austin McDermaid, who led the team with 79.84 stroke
average in 2007 and senior Nikki Swan who won the
Huskie Invite with a season-low 74 in round one and a 76

score in round two to lead OU to a second-place finish.
They'll be joined by incoming freshman phe-

nom Elizabeth Ecker, who won medalist honors
at the Michigan Girls Junior State Amateur Golf
Championship in June and is expected to contribute to
the team immediately.
"[Ecker] is extremely talented, and Nikki and Austin

will push her to become one of our hardest workers,"
Costello said. "In turn, she'll push them to be the abso-
lute best they can be as well."

Costello said that he was not concerned with
whether or not Ecker can handle the challenge as a
freshman.
'We're throwing kids into the fire here, and that's

exciting for them," he said. "They turn down offers
from bigger schools so that they can come here and
play as freshmen and not just watch from the side."

Costello said that he also was not concerned with
whether or not the freshman presence would be a hin-
derance to the team.

"It's up to the freshmen to play like upperclassmen
by the time we get to the conference championship," he
said. 'We can compete for the title if they can do that."
The women's golf season begins Sept. 13 at the

University of Michigan Tournament in Ann Arbor.

Oakland University Athletics
Junior Austin McDermaid putting the ball at an event in 2007. She
garnered All-Summit League second team honors after finishing in
eighth place at the Summit League Championships.

Men's team excited to compete
By TIM RATH
Sports Editor

Frank McAuliffe has been carrying
the men's golf team for too long.
That's the belief of men's head golf

coach Brian Costello, who believes that
he has finally found some help his star
junior.
"Frank carried us all last year, and

he's excited for the new guys that we
have that can help us actually compete
for a championship," Costello said.
"Frank is a great leader and a huge
part of our rebuilding process."

Costello, who is about to enter his
second year as men's head golf coach
after a successful stint in the same
position at Belmont University, said
that he was proud of a pair of fresh-
man recruits that should compete for
playing time immediately.
Michael Coriasso of Grand Blanc

was the winner of the Genesee County
Amateur Championship in July. Dillon
Kleine of Delphos, Ohio and seven
other returning players from last
year's team will join him on the 2008
team.
"[Coriasso and Kleine] have proven

track records, they're long off the tee,
they're good putters, they're hard

workers, and they know that coming
[to OU] is an uphill battle," Costello
said. ̀They'll challenge the guys com-
ing back from last year's team for play-
ing time right off the bat."
While the team will feature no

seniors in 2008, Costello believes that
between his three stars, the team
should be strong enough to have a suc-
cessful year.
"This year is about improving and

finding some good kids to come in
next year," he said. 'We can realisti-
cally finish in the top three of our
conference this year and next year, we
should definitely be able to compete for
a conference championship."

Costello pointed to the Wolverine
Intercollegiate Open at the University
of Michigan on Sept. 20 and the D.S.
Weibring Invitational at Illinois State
on Oct. 12 as the events that he is
most looking forward to.
'We're playing a much-upgraded

tournament schedule this time
around, one bigger than any that this
school has seen before," he said. "[The
Wolverine Intercollegiate Open and
the D.S. Weibring Invitational] are the
types of events that we need to get into
if the program is going to go further."

Costello said that these events would

be a good indicator as to the success of
the 2008 season.
"If we finish in the middle of the

pack, we can start to turn some
heads," he said. "There will be a lot of
highly-ranked schools, Big Ten teams,
and it's always fun to have that region-
al rivalry going on."

Costello said that he was also look-
ing forward to the Summit League
Tournament in the spring, to show off
how much the team has improved to
inter-conference foes.
"All it takes (at the Summit League

Tournament) is three hot rounds and
you're right there, playing for the
NCAA Championship," he said. "That's
exciting for everyone."

Costello said that if the team is able
to do well in the season and if he is
able to do well on the recruiting trail,
the sky will be the limit for the golf
program on a whole.

"It's up to me in the next couple of
years to go out and find some good
kids to play with the good kids that we
already have," he said. 'With the kind
of school that OU is, our ceiling is end-
less here."
The men's golf season tees off at the

John Piper Intercollegiate in Bowling
Green, Ohio on Sept. 8.
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Jumping the starting guns
MEN'S CROSS COUNTRY

Jones looks to
dominate after
major injury

By TIM RATH
Sports Editor

"Getting off on the right foot" is a
common concern for athletes at the
begiiming of their seasons.
For Zack Jones, the expression has a

deeper meaning.
"Last season, it was only my sec-

ond meet of the year when I suffered
a stress fracture in my ankle," said
Jones, who had posted a career-best
time of 25 minutes, 21:29 seconds
in the 8K run at the Mel Brodt
Invitational in 2007, shortly before the
injury. "Thankfully, I was able to red-
shirt the season and my recovery only
took about two months, so not much
was lost."
Apart from simply getting back onto

the track, the Oakland University
men's cross country team has much
to be excited about going into the
2008 season. According to Jones, a
junior linguistics major, the talent
on the team is plenty to compete
for a Summit League Conference
Championship after finishing second
last season.
"This team has a ton of potential," he

said. "Of course, taking it one step at
a time and trying to stay healthy, I'm
looking forward to competing at the
Summit League Championships and
the NCAA Great Lakes Regional at the
end of the year and seeing how we've
progressed."
Jones said that on a team with only

three seniors — Jason Bigelow, Kevin
MacDonald and Andrew Lawrick — he
finds himself assuming a leadership
role for the younger members of the
team.
"We have a ton of freshman and

sophomore talent, guys like Kenny
Wall and Pat Cassady, so I'm finding

BOB KNOSKATThe Oakland Post
Dual-sport athlete Zack Jones competes in the
EMU Invitaticinal on April 20.

myself in this role for the first time,"
he said. "It's new, and I'm just get-
ting into it, just looking forward to the
year."
Head Coach Paul Rice said that

Jones is a born leader of the team.
"We have five new freshmen coming

in, so they're going to look to a guy
like Jones that's done really well for a
boost," he said. "Zack has stepped up,
he's very vocal, he's a natural."
Rice said that although health is a

concern, he foresees a good season for
the Grizzlies, who haven't finished
lower than second in the Summit
League since 2000.
"Barring any injuries, reaching the

top-15 mark in our region is a big
goal," he said.
While the first meet may not define

the entire season, Rice said that it's a
good way to figure out how the team
trained over the summer.
"What we're trying to see with the

first meet is see how they race tired,"
he said. "It's a good indicator."
The team began their season

Saturday, hosting the Golden Grizzly
Open at the Upper Intramural Fields
on Aug. 29.

WOMEN'S CROSS COUNTRY

D'Angelo and
Rice hoping to
bounce back

By TIM RATH
Sports Editor

As anyone in Oakland University's
education program would say, you learn
as you teach. As Erica D'Angelo would
say, it works the same with motivation.
"Now that I'm in a position of being

a leader and a motivator, getting the
team excited gets me excited," said the
junior, who placed among the top three
on the OU women's track team's first
four races of the 2007 season.
"Showing others how to be a role

model forces me to become a role model.
Nobody's perfect, but nobody wants to
look bad in front of the younger kids,"
she said.
Last season, OU took sixth place

at the Summit League Conference
Championships and placed 23rd at the
NCAA Great Lakes Regional.
D'Angelo said that while the Golden

Grizzlies were never short of talent,
there was some undefinable "it" that
kept them from translating that ability
into victories.
"I fractured my femur as a freshman

and missed most of the season, and
when I came back, I just wasn't as into
it as I should have been. A lot of us on
the team were the same way," she said.
The key appears to be a new infusion

of freshmen talent to the team, specifi-
cally Lia Jones.
D'Angelo said that while she learns

from her mentorship role to the younger
Grizzlies, she also learns by the compe-
tition that they offer in practice.
'We need to learn from the mistakes

of last year, and [the incoming fresh-
men] will really help us to do that," she
said. "Lia is my main competition on
the team, and that makes all of us all
the better."

BOB KNOSKATThe Oakland Post
Dual-sport athletes Kelly Stiunpmier and Sarah
Thompson compete in the EMU Invitational
on April 20.

Head Coach Paul Rice agreed that
having freshmen compete with upper-
classmen in practice and at meets
makes for better long-term results, as
opposed to the traditional practice of
having freshmen wait their turn.
"We've had good results doing it this

way, and that makes recruiting a lot
easier," he said. "Freshmen don't want
to just be a number, they want to come
in and feel like they're contributing. We
can do that this year, and we're going to
try and do some damage in the Summit
League with this: team."
Having excited, experienced and con-

fident leadership certainly doesn't hurt
either.
"The highlight of our season is the

Conference Championships and I feel
like we can go all the way once we get
there," D'Angelo said. ̀ We just need
to stay strong throughout the year, be
smart in training and recovery runs,
and keep it up throughout the entire
year."
The team began their season

Saturday, hosting the ,Golden Grizzly
Open at the Upper Intramural Fields
on Aug. 29.

By the Numbers:

WELCOME

EDITION

The OU men's track
team finished 17th at
the 2007 NCAA Great

Lakes Regional

In cross country scoring,
there is a potential for seven
runners on any team to influ-

ence a score of a meet

An 8K cross country
race rounds out to aboti

five miles, for those
keeping score at home
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tech expo

New school semester, new seasons.
new year. While writing the fall sea-
son primer in this age of reflection and
amendment, we here in The Oakland
Post sports department wondered,
"Do Golden Grizzlies make new year's
resolutions?"
With that in mind, here are four

serious and not-so-serious suggestions
for possible resolutions that vari-
ous Grizzlies could take up: 1) Greg
Kampe (ditch the sweatpants), 2) the
Grizz mascot (begin a vegan diet),
3) the OU football team (stay unde-
feated), 4) random member of the OU
Spirit Squad (get a haircut).

Photo and artwork credits: TIM RATH/The Oakland Post, DUSTIN ALEXANDER/The Oakland Post

MEE OW MEE 'UREIC
Amy Trandell

Soccer

Year: Freshman
Major: Undecided

Talk about getting off on the right
foot! Trandell scored a goal at 32:12
in her first game as a Golden Grizzly,

a 5-1 defeat at the hands of Michigan
State on Aug. 22.

Photo courtesy of Oakland University Athletics
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• Grizzlies looking to take
another step up this year

Volleyball now seeking consistency
By BRAD SLAZINSKI
Contributing Reporter

Much has changed for Oakland
University's volleyball team since head coach
Rob Beam took over at the beginning of last
season.
The Grizzlies improved from a one-win

campaign in 2006 to win eight games in
2007. They also featured a player on the
All-Summit League second team for the first
time, defensive specialist Lauren Duquette.
While those are headline Worthy statistics

in their own right, what may be more impor-
tant is that the volleyball team is actually
excited to play these days.
"He's been a great addition," Duquette

said. "We've won more under him and he's
made things enjoyable for us as a team. We
play better as a team and our blocking is
better."
Beam, who came to OU after coaching

Illinois State to a 35-25 record over two sea-
sons, agrees that 2007 was nothing short of
a great success, but believes that Duquette
was as much a catalyst of change as he was.
"Her skill makes a difference in our ability

to play fast and it helps harness the ath-
leticism and speed aspects of our game," he
said. "That makes us hard to beat, but aside
from on the court, she's a great role model
for our program. She just brings so much to
the table."
Duquette played in all 104 of the Grizzlies

games in 2007 and finished with 619 digs,
smashing the old OU record of 475 that she

set in 2005. She took the honor of the team's
most valuable player for the first time,
along with freshman Katy Wilson, who was
named to the All-Summit League freshman

team, sophomore Hallie Beattie and fresh-

man Emily Hoffiz, who tied for the Most
Improved Player award, and senior Monica

Frechen, who was given the Golden Grizzly

award.
However, Beam is not content with the

individual accolades that the Grizzlies accu-

mulated, nor their 8-21 record. He foresees a

much improved 2008 team that can compete

against the best that the Summit League

has to offer, in addition to regional Big Ten

rivalries.
"The competitor inside of me wants

to show the conference how much we've

improved. I'm definitely looking forward to

playing Summit League teams," he said. "Of

course, it's always fun to play against the

likes of Michigan and Michigan State. I'm

also looking forward to going back to Illinois

State, to see some of the players that I

coached in the beginning of their careers."

Beam also foresees a much faster team in

BOB KNOSKA/Oakland Post
The Golden Grizzlies volleyball team celebrates a
point scored during a match in 2007.

2008. He said that although the cornerstone
of the team will continue to be playing to
the strengths of Duquette on digging and
defense, he is looking forward to implement-
ing an up-tempo offense that he believes will
be more productive in the long-term.
'That will be the biggest change that our

fans will notice this season — our diversi-
fied offense," he said. "Wins and losses are
almost irrelevant as I'm trying to figure out
our strengths. We're more focused on perfor-
mance and togetherness for this season."
Furthermore, Beam is excited to see the

four new freshmen that he's recruited take
the floor for the first time. According to
Beam, any one of the group of Jenna Lange,
Allison Bell, Ashleigh Slemmer and Jenny
Jones have the talent to play at an all-con-
ference level at any time.
"We were fortunate enough to have one of

the top-95 recruiting classes in the country,"
he said. 'The speed of our system is a little
uncomfortable for them, and it's really just a
matter of developing that consistency to be
their very best. But on the days that they're
feeling good about it, they're very good."

It all adds up to a sunny outlook for the
2008 Golden Grizzlies volleyball team.
Duquette said that although the 2008 sched-
ule features tough matches against the likes
of Michigan, Auburn and Michigan State, as
well as a five-match road trip that began the
season at Niagra on Aug. 29, she believes
that the team has the talent to go further
than any one that she's played on.
"I think that we can go far. We're focused

on winning 20 matches, winning the confer-
ence and qualifying for the NCAA [tourna-
ment], but mostly just trying to continue this
consistency that we've started and carry it
over to future teams," she said.
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Music making a difference
By ASHLEY ANN DESROCHERS
Contributing Reporter

Switchfoot, Third Day, Jars of Clay,
and Robert Randolph and the Family
Band have come together for the Music
Builds Tour, benefiting Habitat for
Humanity and the One Campaign, an
organization to globally fight AIDS and
extreme poverty.
The bands launched their tour on Aug.

21, making the Detroit Energy Music
Theatre in Clarkston their first stop.
"The Music Builds Tour is not your

average tour. Third Day, Jars of Clay,
Robert Randolph and us are not going
to 25 cities to play music; we have come
together for two causes bigger than
ourselves," said Jon Foreman, the lead
singer and guitarist of Switchfoot.
Just by attending the show, fans

have already donated, because a dol-
lar of every ticket goes to Habitat for
Humanity.
"We want people to get involved," said

Third Day guitarist Mark Lee.
"During the tour, the bands are also

going to be building three or four hous-
es," said Jars of Clay's Charlie Lowell,
piano, organ, accordion and keys player.
The first house was built in Indianapolis
on Aug. 22.
Foreman was eager to talk about past

experiences he has hahad with Habitat
for Humanity.
"When we go on builds, those days

are my favorite days. They are incred-
ibly rich. You get to learn a new skill,
whether it's laying tile or putting up
siding, you're working with your hands."
Foreman said.
"Beyond that you are meeting the

people that you're building the house
for. You hear their stories while swing-
ing hammers together. It's incredible
to know that the city you just visited is
enriched," Foreman said.
Robert Randolph explained that build-

ing houses is his passion.
"With the Music Builds Tour I'm kill-

ing two birds with one stone: I'm build-
ing houses and playing music," he said.

"In the past I've handed over a key to
the new homeowner and it is the best
feeling in the world," Randolph said.
"One of the most powerful stories was

this woman who lives in New Orleans
who lost her house due to Hurricane
Katrina. She was injured and had
to have both of her legs amputated,"
Foreman said.
"Her quote was 'I walked out of my

house in New Orleans and I am going
to walk in this new house.' She got pros-
thetic legs in order to do that. That kind
of strength is not uncommon," Foreman
said.
"I needed help in the past, and I had

people there for me and it's just a chance
to give back," Foreman said.
The biggest message the tour brings is

strength and diversity.

RANDOLPH
kik _

ASHLEY DESROCHERS/The Oakland Post
Clockwise from top left: Third Day, Switchfoot, Jars of Clay and Robert Randolph
and the Family Band.
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Dance Gavin Donee
Dance Gauin Dance

Album review
Armed with a new lead singer,

post-hardcore band

*in ice are back with their

self-titled album. Whether you're excited

or leary about the change in front man,

no need to fear. This guy delivers, as well

as the other instrument-wielding replace-

ments. Dance's old flair is still there, but

with a more grown-up presence.

The band has self-described their new
release as "the album that bears no title."
"Uneasy Hearts Weigh the Most" is a

more low-key love song with Dance's own
special elegance?.
"Rock Solid- comes off as an anthem

from the band, with an actual conversa-
tion between two band members pertain-
ing to being "rock solid."
The album comes equipped with

appearances from Nic Newsham of
Gatsby's American Dream, Matt Ceise
of Lower Definition and Chino Moreno of
the Deftones.

Regardless of the almost brand-new
lineup, this band shows no sign of stop-
ping anytime soon.

By RORY MCCARTY
Senior Reporter

Video game review
"Soulcalibur IV," the latest install-

ment in the Soul Calibur series, brings
overhauled graphics and fine-tuned game
plarto the 3-D weapons-based fighting
game.

Series veterans will appreciate the sub-
tle tweaks to the moves of old characters,
but newcomers will not be turned away
thanks to a forgiving single player mode
and short story campaign.

tures to the serie,
armor, which allows players
same part of an opponent's

tedly to knock off their
make them more vulnerable.

tion is the critical finish,
players to perform "instant

on fighters who constantly
cks.

However, the biggest feature is the
inclusion of Star Wars guest characters.
Yoda and Darth Vader appear as fighters
in the Xbox and P83 versions respective-
ly. Yob, however, disrupts the balance of
the game by being too short to be hit by
most characters' attacks.
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DUSTIN ALEXANDER/The Oakland Post
The Main Art Theatre, located in downtown Royal Oak, provides for an experience not found at a mainstream
theater. Here, you can sip on a wide selection beer or coffee while you watch your flick.

The Main Art offers
an alternative
By ALEXIS TOMRELL
Contributing Reporter

REVIEW

Blockbuster theaters capture the
commercial spirit with little attention
to artistic detail, and even less atten-
tion to the moviegoer's viewing experi-
ence. However, tucked in the niche
neighborhood of Royal Oak lies cinema
paradise: The Main Art Theatre.
For the young crowd looking for an

alternative weekend night out, the
Main Art Theatre provides a personal-
ized viewing like no other.
Located on Royal Oak's vibrant and

sophisticated Main Street, the Main
Art Theatre pulls introverted film
buffs out of hiding and into it's seats
each weekend.
"We play films that require more

thinking than others might. We're a
small theater, so you're not a nameless
face; we're a small community that
has regulars always coming in," said
Amanda Petoskey, a manager at the
Main.
The theater's three screens range

from foreign showings like "Amelie,"
to burgeoning American indepen-
dents like "Bottle Shock" and "Man
on Wire." Their creative dedication
has taken notice in Detroit's film
community, winning "Best Place to
see an Independent Film" and "Best
Alternative Movie Theatre" by the
Metro Times numerous years over.
Their love affair with a film audience

encapsulates the old, with their neon-
bright sign and tastefully-decorated

lobby. Unlike the mainstream theater's
health-hazardous popcorn and over-
priced candy, patrons of the Main Art
can choose from a wide selection of
beer and coffee, and fresh popcorn all
day.
Once seated, Grecian columns frame

• the projection screen and suddenly
you're transferred to something remi-
niscent of a French cinematheque.
"The Main Art is an oasis in a desert

filled with bad movies. I love it here,"
said moviegoer Daniel Prchlick.
"Baghead," a spoof of four struggling

actors writing a horror screenplay that
begins to mimic their real lives, starts
the weekend of Sept. 5.
Also starting is "Transsiberian," a

film starring Woody Harrelson and
Emily Mortimer, which portrays an
American couple who meet strange for-
eign travelers on their Trans-Siberian
train journey from China to Moscow.
"My favorite are the Main Art's mid-

night movies. They play great movies
that everyone seems to have forgotten
about. Plus everything seems better
at midnight," said patron Jessica Mae
Lind.
"Keep an eye out in the future. We

frequently have people rent the build-
ing to show new local movies and tele-
vision shows," said Petoskey. "There is
a possible film festival in September,
so stop by or look on our website for
more information."
For information on features and

show times call (248) 263-2111 or
check their website at www.land-
marktheatres.com.
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Falling into a new TV season
The Oakland Post offers mind-numbing shows to catch this semester

The Hills
Airs Mondays at 10 p.m. on MTV.
Just when you think you've had

enough of the drama-filled lives of
California's rich kids, MTV welcomes
back another season.
This time, the cast's main issues

involve not getting along with room-
mates and friends stabbing each other
in the back. Didn't we already see that
episode?
Of course, what would a season of "The

Hills" be without the torture of Spencer
and Heidi, the hell-wreaking duo more
affectionately known as "Speidi"?
Spencer swears off his sister, Stephanie,
as long as she continues to hang out with
rivals Lauren Conrad and Brody Jenner.
While the season has already started,

don't fret — go to www.MTV.com to see
any missed episodes.

Exiled
Airs Mondays at 10:30 p.m. on MTV.

Finally, the brats from MTV's "Sweet
Sixteen" are getting what has been com-
ing to them.
Eight of the former birthday plan-

ning disasters have finally reached their
parent's limits, to the point that they are
shipping them off to different parts of the
world.
The season started on Aug. 25, old epi-

sodes can be seen on www.MTV.com.

Gossip Girl
Airs Mondays at 8 p.m. on CW50.

Season begins Sept. 1.
"Gossip Girl" revolves around the lives

of several teens growing up on the Upper
East Side of New York City. They deal
with all types of issues from sex, drugs
and jealousy.
Season two of "Gossip Girl" has the

Upper East Siders heading to the
Hamptons. Love lives will be intermixed,
Blair uses a decoy to make Chuck jealous
and Nate has an affair with a cougar.

Greek
Airs Tuesdays at 9 p.m. on ABC

Family.
"Greek" follows several students who

attend Cyprus-Rhodes University and
are involved in the institution's Greek
system.
The second season of "Greek" will

involve Casey's character dealing with
Rebecca's actions during spring break
and the consequences that follow.

Paris Hilton's My New BFF
Airs at 10 p.m. on MTV beginning

Sept. 30.
Yep, that's right. Ms. Hilton is on a

search for her new best friend, and is
using the most logical way — a reality
show.
And what would a reality show be

without unrealistic expectations in the
form of crazy competitions? Hilton puts
her potentials in situations like sending
them to Tokyo without any luggage and

expecting them to be ready for the red
carpet.

The Office
Airs Thursdays at 9 p.m. on NBC

beginning Sept. 25.
The hour long series premiere will dif-

fer slightly, in that it will recap what all
of the employees did with their summers.
The season will also include a group

weight-loss competition between branch-
es of Dunder-Mifflin.

90210
Airs Tuesdays at 8 p.m. on CW50

beginning Sept. 2.
A spin-off of the ̀90s "Beverly Hills,

90210," seen through the eyes of a broth-
er and sister who move to Beverly Hills
from Kansas. They deal with the regular
traumas of being the new kids in school.
Many of the old cast members will he

included in the show, including Jennie
Garth and Shannen Doherty.

4entter k Seyua17y Center

LGBT Peer Mentorille
Are you a new LGBT student looking for

support, confidence, acceptance and
guidance as you explore an LGBT identity
during your first year at OU? The Gender &
Sexuality Center offers a one-on-one avenue
of support through LGBT peer mentors.

Apply to be a mentee today!
248-370-4333

www.oakland.edu/gsc

+ BECOME THE MOST
GIFTED STUDENT
ON CAMPUS.
The coolest college gear, great prices and expert advice, that's your
neighborhood RadioShack. Come in now and get great deals on all the
stuff you need to get your year off to a hot start.

Virgin Mobile ARC

$4999
Totally Unlimited
calling plan-
$79.99 per month
17-3598

15 4GB ReadyBoostUSB Flash Drive

$249925-275

Netgear
Wireless-G Router

- $3999
25-3342 Reg. $59.99.

Plantronics Explorer 220
Bluetooth Headset
$2999

Reg. $39.99
17-2836

Offers good 7/27/08 through 9/30/08. Availability may vary by store. See store for details.

RadioShack.
Do Stuffs
RadioShack.com

VISIT A RADIOSHACK STORE NEAR YOUR CAMPUS.

Campus Corners Shopping Center
121 South Livernois, Rochester Hill, MI 48307
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Rockin' politics
By AMANDA MEADE
Scene/Mix Editor

The guys of metallhardcore/southem
rock band Every Time I Die already
have four albums under their belt and
have been featured on tours like Sounds
of the Underground, the Take Action
Tour and numerous Warped Tours.
Their song "The New Black" was fea-

tured on Guitar Hero 2.
Frontman Keith Buckley spoke

with The Oakland Post at this year's
Warped Tour.

The Oakland Post: Every Time I
Die are Warped Tour veteran. This year
is really diverse and you are one of the
heavier bands. How is that?
Keith Buckley: I love it. I like stick-

ing out like that.

The Post: Where do you get your
inspiration?
Buckley: Other bad music. So we

know what not to do.

The Post: What's your most memo-
rable tour moment?
Buckley: This interview.

The Post: If you could be any '80s
hair band, which would you be?
Buckley: I don't think Journey

counts, because they weren't really
known for their hair. But they are
pretty awesome. I think maybe of all of
them I listen to Poison a lot, but Bret
Michaels is kind of a weirdo now.

The Post: So you watch "Rock of
Love?"

Buckley: Oh God, religiously.

The Post: Do you support illegal
downloading?
Buckley: No. I mean I can't say

I don't do it from time to time but I
definitely think that it's going to be the
downfall of the music industry whether
or not people want to admit it. I can't
say I support it at all. I mean you can
stream your stuff online and let people
listen to it. It's definitely going to start
to have a huge impact on bands. But, it
can't be undone.

The Post: What are your thoughts on
the election?
Buckley: Obama, for sure. Any well

educated person would vote for Obama.
It's unfortunate that the majority of
Americans aren't educated, they will
vote for McCain. McCain will win the
election.

The Post: Any plans for a new
album?
Buckley: Yeah, we're going to start

writing probably after the Warped Tour.

The Post: Any upcoming tours?
Buckley: This fall we're headlining

this East Coast thing in November and
then we're going to go to Australia and
Japan in February.

The Post: Anything else you want to
say?
Buckley: Rock the vote, man.

Visit Myspace.com/everytimeidie
for upcoming tour dates and a plethora
of the band's songs to listen to.

AMANDA MEADE/The Oakland Post

Every Time I Die's frontman Keith Buckley, after playing their set at the 2008 Warped Tour.

AMANDA MEADE/The Oakland Post
Lead singer of Protest the Hero's Rody Walker (right) and his friend at the 2008 Warped Tour.

Heavy on the pop punk
By AMANDA MEADE
Scene/Mix Editor

Canadian hardcore/metal band
Protest the Hero has been rocking
out since 1999 with two full-length
albums and tours with bands like The
Fall of Troy, Alexisonfire, Bullet For
My Valentine, As I Lay Dying and
Dragonforce.
At the Warped Tour this summer,

lead singer Rody Walker caught up with
The Oakland Post.

The Oakland Post: So, this year's
line-up kind of sucks. How do you feel
about being one of the heavier bands on
tour?
Rody Walker: I guess it's kind of

cool. I don't know. I wish there were
more pop punk bands on the tour. Not
like Relient K pop punk but you know,
like NOFX, Lagwagon, that's the stuff I
miss. That's the Warped Tour to me.

The Post: Do you get fans of the
other bands who come up to you and
wonder what you're all about?
Walker: We get people walking by

just be like "what the hell," but noone
ever really says anything. We had some
guy come up to the merch booth the
other day and was like Protest the Hero,.
that's un-American. He was pissed off
and we were like, "Dude, we're not un-
American, we're Canadian."

The Post: You got to work with one
of your influences, Dragonforce, on your
last album. What other things inspire
you?
Walker: We're really inspired by a lot

of things. From Internet virus videos,
to British heavy metal, Judas Priest,
you know, wonderful things. Nu wave
British heavy metal. One of our biggest
influences is Scandinavian satanic death

metal. It's a whole mix-match of all
kinds of stuff, and it's wonderful.

The Post: How would you distinguish
between your last two albums?
Walker: The second album is really

just enhancing upon the ideas that we
were beginning with on the first album.
We based our lives on the idea of con-
stant movement and progression and
that's essentially what we tried to do.

The Post: How do you feel about
downloading music illegally?
Walker: Love it. I am a pirate of the

World Wide Web. Bands don't make
money off CD sales, record labels do.
The quicker the record labels could die
the better. You want to support a band
go to a show, buy a T-shirt.

The Post: How do you feel about
being on the same label as Dashboard
Confessional?
Walker: I don't know, [Chris

Carrabba] came out to one of our shows
once, it was kind of cool. He's really
short. I liked them when I was in high
school. I haven't listened to him since
but whatever, it's cool. We're pretty
much the heaviest band on the label.
That's kind of what we do. We go out,
we try to become the heaviest band in
like, pop punk places.

The Post: Any other tours coming up?
Walker: In October we're coming back

with Unearth and The Acacia Strain,
and then I don't know what else.

Go to Myspace.com/protestthehero
to keep updated with the band, and
listen to a remix of "Sequoia Throne" off
their latest album, "Fortress."
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Arguing the pros and cons of OU
By TIM RATH AND
MASUDUR RAHMAN
Sports Editor and
Senior Reporter

Walking through the
Oakland Center at any
given time, the similari-
ties of the student body of
Oakland University are

easy to see. We're all part of a
growing institution that's on the

fast track to the big time.
However, there are many differences between us.

Apart from the usual divisions in age, sex and race,
we also differ in our choices of majors, social groups
and campus organizations. One of the most striking
differences is all too apparent during welcome week:
the excitement level of first-year Golden Grizzlies.
For some, admission to OU is cause for celebration,

as it represents the traditional college experience at

an affordable price. For others, OU was their second
or third choice, (if not lower down the line).
This chasm of belief systems has been unexplored

for far too long. Should OU students be proud to be
Golden Grizzlies? That will be the topic of a point-

counterpoint debate, with senior reporter Masudur

Rahman taking the pro-OU point and Sports Editor

Tim Rath taking the anti-OU counterpoint.

Masudur: It's obvious, Tim, that we should be

proud to be OU students. OU provides a better aca-

demic experience than a lot of the bigger universities

because of its smaller class sizes, which often trans-

lates to a more intimate setting and more contact with

the professor, resulting in a deeper understanding of the

material.
But you wouldn't know anything about intimacy,

would you, Tim? As a pathetic loner whose idea of a

college experience is skipping class to sit in your dorm

room, listening to heavy industrial music while your

peers are out learning and having fun, you more than

likely enjoy larger class sizes as it gives you more people

to stalk on Facebook. Please, spare us your drivel and go

find a girlfriend.
Tim: Masudur, you ranting, raving lunatic. Granted,

the smaller environment that OU provides may make

for a better experience, but at what cost? This week,

hundreds of college football programs will kick off in

a display of university pride and student unity. The

smaller nature of our school that you champion does

not provide the funding necessary for a football team

and as such, we are left wandering campus aimlessly on

Saturday afternoons, left out of all the fun that a larger

university can provide.
However, this feeling must be nothing new to you,

Masudur, as The Oakland Post's resident yuppie/hippie

amalgamation, whose idea of fun on a Saturday after-

noon is tossing the Frisbee back and forth to yourself in

front of one of the Greek cottages on a sugar rush from

your caramel Frappuccino, hoping and praying for some

company.

'UV

DUSTIN ALEXANDER/The Oakland Post
Senior reporter Masudur Rahman and Sports Editor Tim Rath are at
odds when comparing the atmosphere of Oakland University.

Masudur: Your misguided attempt at humor aside,
Tim, you mentioned one of my deeper points of conten-
tion. While OU's four fraternities and six sororities serve
their purpose, a larger Greek presence could be a detri-
ment to the social independence that we have as Golden
Grizzlies. We don't need social hierarchies like the ones
we had in our high schools.
A quick visit to the infamous juicycampus.com

reveals the true cost of admission to a larger university:
not just thousand of dollars more in tuition, but also
your reputation. Anonymous users engage in cutthroat
slander as casually as the Frisbee games that you decry.
I'm glad OU isn't at the level of the Big Ten schools

on juicycampus.com as itdoesn't have a listing on that
website. This is great because in tune with having a life
outside of my bedroom, I really don't need to know how
many STDs you've accrued over the years, Tim.
Tim: Masudur, I thought you were proud to be an

investigative reporter and yet, a simple discussion of the
dirtiest gossip on campus turns your stomach? That's
enough to turn my own stomach!
Darwinian social networking is the best part of the

traditional undergraduate experience. Lifetime friends
are to be had for those who can survive the meat grinder
of the rumor mil, and not only that, it prepares us for
the harsh realities of the professional world in a way
that seeing how many people can fit into a telephone
booth simply cannot.
Juicycampus.com's vicious tabloids also provide

hours of entertainment for those on OU's campus as
bored as I am, those that simply cannot find amusement
in your lame attempts at reciting poetry in the fields
outside of Kresge Library. By the way, the tests were all
negative.
Masudur: I really didn't need do know that, Tim.

But for what it's worth, you made yet another one of
my points for me. Those fields outside of Kresge Library
that I recite (genius) poetry in are a mere snapshot of
the beautiful landscape that surrounds us as we study.
Try comparing that to the cold concrete and steel envi-
ronment of a more "traditional undergraduate experi-
ence" like that of Wayne State University. And if lush,
gorgeous greenery is not your thing, you can also take a
short hike to enjoy the offerings of downtown Rochester.
However, I'm sure that there's no pleasing you with

this multitude of options, you spoiled brat. You were
probably complaining as you fed from a silver spoon,
"Where's the platinum?" I'm sure you would cry.
Tim: Masudur, you fool. I do enjoy the options that

the Rochester area offers, however, one that I would par-
ticularly enjoy is an option to park close to my classes.
The tree-hugging that you triumph causes nothing but
trouble for typical folk like myself, those that find more
pleasure in the din of big-city life than the nothingness
of nature. I've had to replace five pairs of shoes since I
started at OU last year, but I'm sure that's of no concern
to you, who can just ask mommy and daddy for a new
pair of No Sweats and a motorized scooter when times
are tough. Sorry, the rest of us have to work for a living!
Masudur: Just because I live with my parents to

save money doesn't mean that I don't have a job — in
fact, I have two. I think it's great that OU is mostly a
commuter school. It makes for an easier transition for
high school students and makes it a little bit easier for
them to resist some of the temptations in college. Also,
it allows students to save some money in this troubling
economy and lets students wanting to invest in their
future spend their limited funds on their education
rather than a crazy, four-year-long booze party.
Tim: Masudur, you've just exposed the crux of the

problem. College is meant to be complicated and crazy.
The more convenient you make it now, the less memora-
ble it will be in the long run. Commuting may be easier
and save on cash, but it takes away from the traditional
college experience that we need at our age, and will need
when we're older for some memories to fall back on.

In conclusion:
Although the debate certainly won't end there, the

best solution appears to be either trying to improve the
situation that we're in, or simply enjoying it for all it's
worth. Although some among us feel like they're stuck
here at OU, nobody has to be.
The choices that we made led us here, and whether or

not we're proud to be Golden Grizzlies, the choices that
we make while we are at OU will determine how the
remaining years on campus will unfold.
Whether those years are filled with whiny complain-

ing or with lasting memories will be mostly up to us.

•

•

•
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Going after my Olympic dream
By JARED PURCELL
You/Local Editor

Whatever the reason, the Olympics are
truly inspirational — so much so that
I decided to become an Olympian. Yes,
London 2012, get ready for the next great
Olympian: Jared Purcell of the United
States of America.
Laugh all you want, but out of the 175

different events that a male could partici-
pate in at the Beijing Summer Olympics
(165 male, 10 intramural), there has to be
something that I can do in '12, right?
As a track and field runner in high

school, I know that I'm not good enough
to qualify in any of those events — even
if I dope for four years. With 151 events
to choose from, I technically have an awe-
some chance of breaking Michael Phelps'
record of eight gold medals in a single
Olympics.
Speaking of Phelps — who I consider

'The Dark Knight" of the Olympics (both
managed to live up to incredible hype)
— I turn my attention to swimming.
Cincinnati I3engals wide-receiver Chad
Johnson said he and people he knows
from his hometown could beat Phelps in
the pool. Why should I be any different?
I was excited to find out that freestyle
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Employment
Working mother 0( 3, looking

for babe's* sr to he Wall one to
IMO school age children to babysit
on an as needed basis. Wolk week

eveningsAseekends. Excellent
wages! Rebecca 248-4594191,

Looting for a fun toting person to
pick 'Dylan, up loom school a 3:45, hetp
flan WO their homework, feed than a

snack and paw dinner, and hap them

all wady for spats padres. Some
diving to sports practices, The Mal
mon would help keep us organized as
fir at school aid spats events and

voted alai be Mang to help alb some
light housekeeping/children', laundry
This position wadi be 2-3 days/week
and could be flexible Ni tenni of
maids days3 We are located at
Long Lake and /dents Road Ni

Elloaideld His Rehab* transportation
a must. Non-sinoker,

Skidents needed to *ark *Oh our autistic
soL &eat expatiate. for social wont,

education, and related majors,
cin and litainIng proirldet
MOW 17 and Dequitidre.
566-7954344,

swimming means that you can swim in
any fashion that you want. My excite-
ment quickly faded once I found out that
the doggy paddle isn't up to par with
qualifying times and snorkeling isn't
sanctioned by the Olympics. So, I decided
to try something else.
Diving? Cannon balls and belly flops

are not scoring techniques.
Water polo? I only tread water as a way

to counteract drowning. Polo would be too
much multitasking.
How about synchronized swimming?

My buds laughed at me when I said I
wanted to get a team together because
it's a women's only event.

Alright, enough of the water stuff.
There are still 129 events to choose from.
Even though it looks hard, I decided

to give gymnastics a shot. If the alleged
12-year-old Chinese girls' team can do it,
why can't a 21-year-old man do it? My
first attempt was a cartwheel and let's
just say that I'm going to try something
else before I lose too much dignity.
In track cycling, I'm pretty sure I

would fall over on the banked corners.
Road cycling, I hate biking up inclines.
Mountain biking, I hate biking moun-
tains. And don't get me started on BMX.
It's more disorienting than a roller

47% Direct Care & Activities
Caring, energetic staff needed to

develop and implement therapeutically
benehcial actWities, community-based

programming, and provide personal care
for adults with brain injury. Full time,
Monday-Friday (some evening and
Saturdays required). Frierody it

selling at outpahent/activIty center Ni Troy.
Excels,* teamwork and interpersonal

skis required. Previous work M activities,
vocational programs, cogralive-behanoral

programming or similar experience
preterred_Your special hobbies, interests,
and unique skies will make a difference!
Competitive wages, full training, health,

dental,Vision,401K, and tuition
reirnbunsement Appiy online
at evrvispecialtree,com

Childhelp needs volunteers in Wayne,
Oaldand and Macomb Counties. %Mc with
children ages 10-23. Great experience
and resume builder. Please contact
Mean Smith for additional intonation
248-353-0921 or alsmith@childhelp.org

or www.dildheiparg

Loring working couple looking far a day
lime Mier to enfertaln and educate

twoden. Monday an Thursday,
Cal (248) 7904789, Please leave information.

coaster.
I'm starting to get frustrated. Surely

there has to be something left that I can
do.

Baseball? I have a hard enough time in
my slow-pitch softball league.
Softball? Once again, I'm in a slow-

pitch softball league.
Basketball? I'm the air-ball champion.
Table tennis? I like to call it "ping

pong." Beer pong is about as good as I get
in that realm.
Equestrian. Wait, equestrian? They

allow horses to win medals these days?
Interesting.
At 136 pounds, weightlifting and

wrestling are out of the question for me.
The only thing more disgraceful than
attempting those events would be watch-
ing the Spanish basketball team offend
the Chinese by slanting their eyes in a
promotional picture. Thank you, Spanish
bailers, for setting the standard in that
category.
By this time, I've lost count of events I

have left.
I've seen fencing in person and there

is no way I'm going to swing a saber at
another person if they have one too. It
can get pretty nasty.

I'll do canoeing if I'm allowed to stop

6113/hour - Seeking upbeat individuals to
teach fun, one hour. after school programs

in Rochester elementary schools from
Oct. 7-20. Great to put on your resume.
Paid training in Sept. Promptly email

resume toetiquettesedge@yahoo.com.

EMPLOYMENT: Students needed to
work with our autistic son. Great

experience for social work, education,
psychology and related majors. Flexible
hours and training provided. Sterling

Heights. 17 and Dequindre.
588-795-9344,

Artist living in Victorian home. Rent
bedroom to non-smoking female student.
Full house privileges, cable and basement,
20-minute expressway commute. Please

have references. $500 rent.
Sharon 248,543.6265,

Student Organizations
Sigma Alpha Lambda, a National

Leadership and Honors Organization
with over 75 chapters across the country,

is seeking motivated students to serve

along the way and barbecue.
Judo? Wasn't that a bad movie with

dumb phrases and something about a
pregnant teenager? Like, honest to blog,
I'm so totally sure it was, homeskillet. I'm
totally boss.

Well, maybe I'm not totally boss. I find
myself looking at a huge list of Olympic
events that I can't do. Only one thing left
to do: petition a new event!
I found that the International Table

Soccer Federation (ITSF), a France-based
foosball organization, is trying to get
foosball recognized as an Olympic sport.
For once, the French have inspired me to
take action!

I have a dart board in my basement
and practice on occasion. So, I enthu-
siastically grabbed a few of the metal-
tipped missiles and started hurling them
towards the board. My third throw didn't
hit the board — or the wall. It hit the
ceiling. Enough of that.

After many other follies and disappoint-
ments, I decided to pack it in. Game over.
I couldn't be more disappointed in myself.
My Olympic dream is over, or is it?
I can't forget the Winter Olympics. I'll

be seeing you all in Vancouver in 2010.
I'll be on the podium. I've always thought
ski jumping would be cool.

For Rent/Sale

Cute and Clean 2 bedroom Condo
for sale $39,000 Close to OU. All

appliances including washer and dryer.
Heat included in Assoc. Fee. Buy
cheaper than renting and get
equity!! Mike (248) 342-1168.

Studio Apt., 400 ft sq. Village
of Lake Orion. 15 min from
Oakland U., $420 month, c/a,
intercom, gated parking,
includes water. 810.796.3100

I am looking for a room mate for 550.00
a month. I live near Oakland University
and shopping. I have washer & dryer.
Please call Julia at; 248-464-2824.

OS

e• 14.41....* 
GET NOTICED! •

Two rooms for rent in Pontiac I/2 mile
from Baker College, $125 per week

per room, Utilities, Central Air, Cable,
Wireless Internet all Included.

Contact Ryan Green 248-886-8671

as founding officers/members 10 =slot Advertise with The Oalgond Post ;
in slatting a local chapter. Contact I' 041CLANDPOSTAINER11SINGwGMAILCoM
Rob Miner at rmineresalhonors.org. (248) 370.4269 •
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Georgia to sever diplomatic ties with Russia
By MISHA DZHINDHZIKHASHVILI
Associated Press Writer

TBILISI, Georgia (AP) — Georgia
said Friday it will sever diplomatic ties
with Moscow to protest the presence of
Russian troops on its territory. Russia
criticized the move, pinning blame for a
breakdown in relations on Tbilisi.
Georgia's remaining diplomats in

Russia will leave Moscow on Saturday,
Foreign Ministry spokeswoman Nato
Chikovani said.
Lawmakers had voted unanimously

late Thursday to break off ties with
Russia, branding it an "aggressor coun-

try" in their conflict over two Russian-
backed separatist regions in Georgia.

Russia criticized the decision.
"Breaking off diplomatic relations with
Tbilisi is not Moscow's choice, and the
responsibility lies with Tbilisi," the

ITAR-Ta§s news agency quoted Foreign
Ministry spokesman Andrei Nesterenko
as saying.
Russia will have to close its embassy

in Georgia if ties are severed, the RIA-
Novosti agency quoted an unnamed min-
istry official as saying. However, both
nations' consulates will remain open
— important for the many Georgian citi-
zens living in Russia.
Adding to the tension, a lawmaker in

South Ossetia said that Russia intends
to eventually absorb the breakaway
province at the center of the war that
broke out Aug. 7 when Georgia sent
troops into South Ossetia to wrest back
control from separatists, prompting
Russia to send in hundreds of tanks and
troops.
The five days of warfare ruined

already frayed Georgian-Russian ties
and caused the biggest crisis in Moscow's

relations with the West since the 1991
Soviet collapse.
Russia blasted Tbilisi's military offen-

sive as blind aggression, saying the move
deprived Georgian President Mikhail
Saakashvili of the moral authority to
defend Georgia's territorial integrity.
Georgia and the West in turn criticized

Russia for pressing further into Georgia
proper and for ignoring a cease-fire bro-
kered by the European Union. EU lead-
ers are meeting Monday in Brussels to
discuss the crisis.
This week, Moscow announced that

it will recognize South Ossetia and
Abkhazia, another separatist Georgian
region with strong ties to Russia, as
independent.
A Georgian lawmaker said his coun-

try will eventually regain control of
South Ossetia and another rebel region,
Abkhazia.

N I w BRIEFS
8-25 I sr;tel releases 199 Palestinian
prisoners to the Palestinian President
Mahmoud Abbas as a "goodwill gesture."
8-27 Thousands of protesters storm the

Thai government buildings, including

the Prime Minsiter's office, demanding
the resignation of Prime Minister Samak
Sundarave. I One day after a Sudanese

plane is hijacked after take off and flown

to Libya, all 100 passengers are set
free. However the flight crew were not

released. I The Dalai Lama cancels two

planned international visits to Mexico and

the Dominican Republic to undergo medi-

cal tests due to exhaustion.
8-29 I Radovan liaradiie. the former
Bosnian Serb leader, refuses to enter pleas

to charges including genocide and crimes

against humanity at the International
Criminal Court at the Hague. He formally

pleads not guilty on 11 counts.

Democratic Convention comes to lose

CHARLES DHARAPAK4igssociae1 Press

Democratic vice presidential nominee Sen. Joe Biden, D-Del., and wife, Jill, left, wave to the
crowd with presidential nominee, Sen. Barack Obama, D-Ill., his wife, Michelle on the last day of
the Democratic National Convention at Invesco Field in Denver, Thursday, Aug. 28, 2008.

Gustav threatens Caymans, possibly Gulf Coast
By HOWARD CAMPBELL
Associated Press Writer

KINGSTON, Jamaica (AP) — Deadly

Gustav drenched Jamaica and menaced

the Cayman Islands on Friday, and on

the anniversary of Hurricane Katrina's

landfall, forecasters said for the first

time there's a better-than-even chance

that New Orleans will get slammed by

tropical storm-force winds.
Gustav ripped off roofs, downed power

lines and pounded rain into Jamaica,

triggering landslides and flooding and

four deaths. That raised Gustav's overall

toll to 71 lives after earlier deaths in

Haiti and the Dominican Republic.
Forecasters said Gustav — still a tropi-

cal storm Friday morning as it moved
off Jamaica —will likely grow into a
major hurricane over deep, warm Gulf
of Mexico waters this weekend, and that
the center of the storm could reach the
U.S. Gulf Coast on Tuesday.
The chances of New Orleans seeing

winds of 39 mph or more within five days
was between 50 percent and 60 percent,
the National Hurricane Center in Miami
said, warning that weather models
"diverge tremendously over the north-
ern Gulf' and that the most destructive
winds could strike almost anywhere

along the U.S. Gulf Coast.
Mississippi Gov. Haley Barbour said

that victims of Katrina still living in
2,700 emergency trailers and 2,800 cot-
tages along his state's coast should begin
evacuating Sunday.
"The hurricane center said the storm

was centered 125 miles (200 kilometers)
east-southeast of Grand Cayman and
moving over open water toward the west-
northwest near 11 mph (19 kph).
With top sustained winds near 70

mph and higher gusts, Gustav could
strengthen back into a hurricane before
slamming into Grand Cayman and the
western tip of Cuba, forecasters said.

STEPHAN SAVOIA/Assocaited Press
Presumptive Republican presidential nomi-
nee Sen. John McCain, introduced his Vice
Presidential running mate, Alaska Gov. Sarah
Palin, in Dayton, Ohio., Friday, Aug. 29.

McCain chooses
Alaska Gov. Palin
as running mate
By LIZ SIDOTI
Associated Press Writer

DAYTON, Ohio (AP) — John
McCain picked Alaska Gov. Sarah
Palm, a maverick conservative with
less than two years in office, as his
vice presidential running mate Friday
in a startling choice as the Republican
National Convention drew near.
At a raucous rally in Ohio, McCain

introduced Palm as the political part-
ner "who can best help me shake up
Washington and make it start working
again for the people who are counting
on us."
Palm has built her political career

in large measure by taking on fellow
Republicans.
In a fast-developing presidential

campaign, McCain made his selection
six days after his Democratic rival,
Barack Obama, named Sen. Joe Biden
of Delaware, as his running mate.
McCain trails Obama in the polls

among women voters, and Palin moved
quickly to remedy that.
Palm has a strong anti-abortion

record, and her selection was praised
warmly by social conservatives whose
support McCain needs to prevail in the
campaign for the White House.
With his pick, McCain passed over

more prominent contenders like
Minnesota Gov. Tim Pawlenty, as well
as others such as former Pennsylvania
Gov. Tom Ridge, whose support for
abortion rights might have sparked
unrest at the convention that opens
Monday in St. Paul, Minn.
Patin had been in the running-mate

field but as a distinct long shot.
At 44, she is younger than two of

McCain's seven children.
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yen on wireless

Stav in torilirh with the fun side of life.
Grab hold of one of these full QWERTY keyboard messaging machines.

Samsung Glyde $7999
Be a texting machine.

$129.99 2-yr. price —$50 mail in rebate debit card.
With new 2-yr. activation on a Nationwide Plan.

> Get V CAST Music with Rhapsody°
subscription and access millions of songs

Switch to America's Most

$9999Palm® CentroTM
Organize your social life.

$169.99 2-yr. price —$70 mail in rebate
debit card. Requires new 2-yr. activation.

f Facehook Mobile

vvvvvii.verizonvvir&ess...corn entrce

Wireless Network:

$4999Samsung Alias
$99.99 2-yr. price — $50 mail-in rebate debit card.
With new 2-yr. activation.

1.877.2BUY.VZW verizonwireless.com any Verizon Wireless store
VERIZON WIRELESS COMMUNICATIONS STORES

fin ALLEN PARK
tiff 3128 Fairlane

Faidane Green
313-271-9255

AUBURN HILLS
Great Lakes
Crossing Mall
248-253-1799

BRIGHTON
8159 Challis, Ste. C
(off Grand River,
in front of Target)
810-225-4789

CANTON
42447 Ford Rd.
(corner of Ford &
Liffey Rds.; Canton
Corners)
734-844-0481

CLINTON TOWNSHIP FARMINGTON HILLS MONROE ROCHESTER HILLS
ww 17370 Hall Rd. 31011 Orchard Lake Rd. 2161 Mall Rd. 30355. Rochester Rd.

(Partridge (southwest corner of Orchard On front of Kohl's) at Auburn Rd.)
Creek Mall) Lake Rd. & 14 Mile Rd.) 734-241-4099 248-853-0550
586-228-4977 248-538-9900 NORTH VILLE ROYAL OAK
DEARBORN FENTON Three Generations Plaza 31941 Woodward Ave.
24417 Ford Rd.* 17245 Silver Pkwy. 20580 Haggerty Rd. at Normandy)
(just west of (in the Sears Plaza) 734-779-0148 248-549-4177
Telegraph)
313-278-4491

810-629-2733

FT. GRATIOT
NOVI
3025 12 Mile Rd.

ST. (LAIR SHORES
26401 Harper Ave.

Faidane Mall* 4129 24th Ave. (Twelve Oaks Service Or. at 101/2 Mile)
(3rd floor next to Sears) 810-385-1231 north of Sears) 586-777-4010
313-441-0168

LAKE ORION 248-305-6600 SOUTHFIELD
DETROIT 2531 S. Lapeer Rd. Twelve Oaks Mall 28117 Telegraph Rd.
14126 Woodward (Orion Mall 2 miles (lower level play area) (south of 12 Mile Rd.)
(Model T Plaza)
313-869-7392

north of the Palace)
248-393-6800

PONTIAC/WATERFORD
454 Telegraph Rd.

248-358-3700

300 Renaissance Center fln LIVONIA (across from Summit
(level 1 between 29523 Plymouth Rd. Place Mall)
towers 200 & 300) (at Middlebelt) 248-335-9900
313-567-4055 734-513-9077

STERLING HEIGHTS
45111 Park Ave.
(M-59 & M-53,
Utica Park Plaza)
586-997-6500

Lakeside Mall
(lower level, Sears court)

TAYLOR
23495 Eureka Rd.
(across from
Southland Mall)
734-287-1770

TROY
1913 E. Big Beaver Rd.
(Troy Sports Center)
248-526-0040

Oakland Mall
(inside main entrance,
next to food court)

Rot WARREN
Rif 5745 Twelve Mile Rd.,

Heritage Village
586-578-0955

WESTLAND
35105 Warren Rd.
(southwest corner
of Warren & Wayne Rds.)
734-722-7330

^Se Habla Espanol

OR VISIT THE
VERIZON WIRELESS
STORE AT
CIRCUIT CITY
AUBURN HILLS

NEW!
BLOOMFIELD TOWNSHIP

BRIGHTON
DEARBORN
LAKESIDE

NEW!
MADISON HEIGHTS

NOVI

NEW!
ROCHESTER HILLS

ROSE VILLE
TAYLOR
TROY
WESTLAND

Official Wireless Provider
of the Detroit Tigers.

ree Handset Software Upgrade!

0:1 4E0 4E0 0:0 CD

See store for lieturn/Exchange Policy.

IN COLLABORMION WITN

Alcatel-Lucent

Activation fee/line: $35 ($25 for secondary Family SharePlan' lines w/ 2-yr. Agmts).

IMPORTANT CONSUMER INFORMATION: Subject to Customer Agmt, Calling P(an, rebate form & credit approval. Up to $175 early termination fee/line & other charges. Offers and coverage, varying by service, not available everywhere. Device capabilities: Add') charges & conditions apply. Rebate
debit card takes up to 6 wks & expires in 12 months. Limited-time offers. While supplies last. Network details and coverage maps at verizonwirelessarn. 02008 Verizon Wireless. 0 2008 Palm, Inc. All rights reserved. Palm and Centro are among the trademarks or registered trademarks owned by or
licensed to Palm, Inc. or its subsidiaries. All other brand and product names are or may be trademarks of, and are used to identify products or services of, their respective owners. Facebook is a registered trademark of Facebook, Inc. ALCO

MS—


